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'Again the Government comes to the
people of the country with the request that
they lend their money and lend it upon a
more liberal scale than ever before in order
that the great war for the rights of America
and the liberation of the world may be pros- ecuted with
rious conclusion."--WOODROever-increasi-

President and

W

Commander-in-chie-

If you've a heart beating within
,t
you-a- nd
you? Listen to
you
trenches calling to
the lads in the shell-tor- n
I
YOU!
"Give us more powder!"
"Give us more planes!"
"Don't forget, we're fighting for YOU!"
Lend Uncle Sam every dollar you conveniently can then start anew and lend him
your last available coin.
Man!
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LEW
Man ! As you sit this night with your family about you, REMEMBER, it's the lads
Over There who are keeping a peaceful roof
o'er your head and a hearth unstained by the
hoof of a Hun. You won't forget that each
hour lists those who have paid the supreme
sacrifice that you and yours may be FREE.
oooooooeooooooooooooooooeoeoaooaooeeooooooeeoapoeoooooeooeacccoe

Tliis Space Conlri'mled to ihe Winning of

REPUBLICAN

I

Man! Out of the inferno of
Land, high above the scream of the shells and
the cannon's death-fille- d
roar, comes a cry
for HeIp--fo- r
the help of your dollars.
The boys in the front-lin- e
trenches can
not win the war without vou.
Are you an American, or will you turn a
deaf ear to that cry for HELP?
No-Man-

STATE
CENTRAL
COMMITTEE
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the War by the 74 Members of the
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Ing settlements a secure and lasting
peace, It will be necessary that all
who sit down at the pence table shall
come ready and willing to pay the
price, the only price, that will procure It, nnd ready und willing also to
create Iii some virile fashion the only
instrumentality by which it can he

ENEMY WILL HAV E
TO PAY THE PRICE,"

SIR EDWARD CARSON

RECALL ARMIES,

MME. PADEREWSKA

GERMANY ASKS

THEN TALK PEACE

LAOIJ DOOMED

FOR ARMISTICE

BY POILU BLOW

made cerluln that the 'agreements- of PRESIDENT WILSON ASKS PRINCE
CONFERENCE
REQUESTED ON
E
the peace will he honored anil fulfilled.
FALLS AND
MAX WHOM HE REPRESENTS
"PEACE DRIVES" OPENED BY
"That price Is impartial Justice In
IS
r,A
fit
TOTTERING
FRENCH
I
J
IN ARMISTICE
PROPOSAL.
every Item of set lenient, no matter
VIENNA AND BERLIN.
DRIVE TURK8 FROM BEIRUT.
whose Interest Is crossed; not only
Wilson Tells U. S. Aims in New Impartial Justice, hut also the satisfaction of the several peoples whose
York Address.
fortunes lire dealt with. Thnt Indis- TEXT OF LANS NG NOTE
'BACK TO RHINE FIRST"
BRITISH GAIN AT DOUAI
pensable Instrumentality Is a league
of nations formed under covenants
"FIO COMPROMISE WITH FOE"
thnt will he efllcuclous.
GOOD FAITH WOULD DEPEND UPS REGARDa i EUTONS MOVE8
"Without such instrumentality, hy
AMERICANS
IN
CHAMPAGNE
ON HUNS WITHDRAWING FROM
which the pence of the world can he
AS ATTEMPT TO SAVE DEDEFORCE
FOE
NORTHWARD
INVADED
TERRITORY.
Executive Says Peace Is Not a Que
guaranteed, pence will rest In pnrt
FEATED ARMIES.
EL
SPITE STRONG RESISTANCE.
tion of Coming to Terms "For We
upon the word of outlaws und only
upon thnt word. For Germany will Wesorn
Cannot Come to Terms With
iMief lilitn NfWH HTVlre.
have to redeem her ehurncter, not only
Western Newspaper I'nlon News Servica.
Them" as "They Have
Weatern Newspaper Union News Servloa.
Oct.
Presidenl Wiltable
what
the
Washington.
at
by
peace
happens
Made It Impossible."
son hns met Germany's peace note
Copenhagen, Oct. 7. Prince Maxbut what follows.
Washngton, Oct. 8. President Wil
Mme. Paderewska, wife of lanace son will
with a move which will at one stroke
Sir Edward Carson, attorney general imilian of Baden, the new German Im"And, ns I see It, the constitution
New York. St.pt. .".(I. President Wll
reject the Teutonic plea for a
of Great Britain and leader of Ulster, perial chancellor, announced in the Padcrewskl, Is head of the Polish White compromise peace and he will do so
whether her proposal Is
son, before mi limni'iise uudleuce In of that league of nations and the develop
or merely a pretension, and. if u Ireland, who resigned from the coali- retchstag that be had sent a note Cross and has raised a corps of Polish as spokesman not only of the United
b ar definition of its objects must be
tin' Metropolitan opera house here
pretension it be, fully justify for all tion cabinet. His defection was the through the Swiss government to Pres nurses for service In France.
States, but of all the other nations
Friday night delivered the must smash a part, is in a sense the most essen
time before the world the prolonging result of the strenuous fight he has ident Wilson, in which he had requesttial part, of the peace setllement It
fighting the central powers. As the
lair war address of his rnreer.
ed
In
to
Wilson
take
In
Mr,
the
made
the
cabinet
of
favor
up
to
with
war
question
of
the
uttermost.
the
force
If
self. It cannot be formed now.
result of
of opinion be
In words that tingled with the tipirlt
of bringing about peace and to com ABSOLUTE
SURRENDER tween the exchanges
At
ho
President and the heads of
ttf America In the great struggle, the formed now, It would be merely a new force without stmt or limn.
municate
with
the
other
belligerents
wide
some
tunc the president has lel'l
the allied governments now in propresident reiterated the purposes for alliance confined to the nations asso
regarding the subject.
gress, Germany will be informed,
which the civilized world Is lighting ciated against a common enemy. It open llie door to peace.
EXPLOSION
KILLS
IN
PROPOSED
FIFTY
AS
SENATE
The
FIRST
The text of the communication
chancellor told the reichstag he
it is believed, that peace can be
end made It plain that the only peace is not likely that It could be formed
had addressed his note to the Presihanded in the charge of .Switzerland in
STEP FOR GERMANY.
obtained only by unconditional suralter that setlleuieut.
we ran consider Is the peace of vic
dent of the United States because Mr.
"It Is necessary to guarantee the Washiiigion follows:
render, and that an armistice can be
tory.
Wilson, In his message to Congress on
"Sir: I have the honor fo acknowl- OVER 150 INJURED WHEN
The president showed his faith la pence, and the pence cannot lie guargranted only upon the basis of the
Jan. 8, 1918, nnd in bis later procla- Spokesmen in U. S. Senate Unreserved evacuation of Belgium, France and all
PLANT IS WRECKED.
edge, on behalf of the Presidenl, your
The reathe nation by devoting only a few anteed hs mi afterthought.
in Declarations Against Parley
mations, particularly his New York
other invaded territory.
words to the I.iherly loan, lie de son, to speak in plain terms again, note of Oct. ti, Inclosing the communiWith Enemy Now.
speech on Sept. 27, had proposed a
clared he knew the eonnlry would why It must he guaranteed Is that cation from the German governmen
Property Loss Probably Will Exceed program for a general peace which
do Its part. "
there will be parties to the peace to the President, and I am instructed
The troops of French General
$15,000,000 Population In Town
Germany, and her allies could accept
have delivered a successful
lie spoke to a wildly enthusiastic whose promises have proved untrust by the President to request you to
Western
Newspaper Union News Service.
as a basis for negotiation.
of 10,000 Made Homeless.
blow against the Germans northwest
audience, which let him know his conworthy, and means must be found In make tlie following communication to
Immediate
Washington.
'ii'ii'Tllor:
the
rial
tlei
i
rejection
Impe
Chancellor Accepts Wilson'a Terms.
niiin
fidence would not be misplaced.
connection with llie peace settlement
of
which adds materially to
of the German and Austrian proposal the Rheims,
to llie re"'Before making
Itself to remove that source of Inse- menace that is hanging over the
Text of Address.
Amsterdam, Oct. 7. The text of the for an armistice and
I'nlon News Service.
Wilern
XenspafH'ipeace
of
negotia German front from the North sea to
the Imperial Gorman governquest
Gernote
urity.
The president spoke In part as foltions was demanded in the Senate
Perth Auiboy, N. J., Oct. 7. Army man forwarded by the imperial
the Swiss border. This was the cap"It would be folly to leave the guar ment and in order that that reply shall officers
chancellor. Prince Maximilian, to
lows
leaders
the
Monday
the
by
coin ture of
Investigating
be candid anil straightforward as the
voicing
explosion ('resident Wilson through the Swiss
on the north side
"My 1'Vilow Citizens: I am not here antee to the subsequent voluntary aowhich
sentiment
wrecked
of
nion
the
the
shell
great
loading government follows;
membership.
lon of the government we have seen momentous interest.- imnlved require,
of the Aisne, about ten and a half
"The German
to promote the loan. That will lie done
was
A.
There
no
of
T.
the
dissent
from
the
view miles northwest of Rheims and
Gillespie Company government requests the Presidenl of
of the I'nited States plant
only
aldy anil eiitlnislnstjeally dune liy destroy Russia and deceive Koiimniiia. the President
deems It necessary to assure himself at Morgan estimated lhat the dead the United StateB to take in hand the that an armistice would defeat all that a scant five miles from the eastern
the hundreds, of thousands of loyal and
Particulars of Terms.
not
America
would
number more than fifty restoration of
and
the
allies
have
been
of
o
of
exact
the
note
the
end
meaning
the
of
famous
the
Chemln
all
tiieloss men and women who have
des Dames
peace, acquaint
and the Injured 150. The property
These, then are some of the par the imperial chancellor.
for, and every speaker dur ridge at Craonne. A further advance
to present it to you and to
belligerent states of this request and fighting
loss probably
and I state them with the
two
will approximate be- invite
deticulars,
a
of
hours
ing
session
mean
"Does
spirited
the
chancellor
Imperial
northward
across
them
to send plenipotentiaries
our fellow citizens throughout the
the railroad not
voted entirely to discussion of the en alone will
greater conlidence because I can state thai the imperial Gemini) government tween $15,000,000 and $20,000,000. for the
purpose of opening negotia
put the great stronghold of
country, and I have not llie least doubt them authoritatively as representing
Lute Saturday It was believed danger
move
In
latest
emy's
Hie
joined
down
declaring
laid
the
terms
Laon in a pocket, but also will outby
tions. It accepts the program set forth
of tin Ir complete surress, for I know
Ibis government's Interpretation of accepts
President in his address to the Con of greater devastation by the blowing by the President of the United States that only through military victory flank
their spirit and the spirit of the counanother
Neufchatel,
enemy
Its own duty with regard to peace :
of
stores
vircould
of
cause
was
trinitrotoluol
huthe
of
up
the
allies
and
Pi
on
of
the
In
.Ian.
ited
States
his message to Congress on Jan
gross
try.
stronghold In the west.
over.
FIRST
The
won.
Justice
be
The
of
tually
Impartial
manity
in
last and
suggestion
anu in his later pronouncements, es"No man or woman who has really
The Turks also have suffered a sesubsequent addresses, and
icted out must Involve no dlscriininii- - that its object in entering into discus
Army officers reported after a re- pecially his speech of Sept. 27, as a such a step was scornfully denounced rious blow in the loss to the French
taken In what this war means can heslowe
wislk
whom
to
connaissance
lion
those
between
as
an
that
the
insidious
ot
by
a
en
airplane
attack
sions would he only to agree upon the
losing
basis for peace negotiations
itate to give to the very limit of what
of Beirut, capital of the Vilayet, Syria.
to he Just and those to whom we do
cation of the boats and storehouses
"With a view to avoiding further amy.
The occupation of this seaport on the
practical details of their application
they have.
Jus- be
a
ot
lie
to
ti; such that they believed there was
must
It
wish
Just.
Senator
Hitchcock
of
Nebraska, Mediterranean by a French naval divi
"The President feels bound to say
"And it Is my mission here to try to
bloodshed the German government
nnd
no
ice
knows
that
It
favorites
be
would
chairman
light
of
the
Senate foreign rela sion gives the allies a base for the
plays
probability
exploded requests the immediate conclusion of
with regard to the suggestion of an
make clear once more what the war
o standard but the equal rights of armistice Hint he would
not feel at either by fire or concussion.
an armistice on land and water and tlons committee; Republican Leader landing ot men who can operate in all
really means. Von will need no other the several
With
of
the
menace
the
of
peoples.
passing
Lodge of Massachusetts, ranking mi- directions against the Turks over the
Stlllllllnllnll.
In the air."
liberty to propose a cessation of arms an
No spcciul or separate
SECOND
explosion around the plant, the
to the governments with which the
"We accepted the Issues of the war
it is announced that Turkey will nority leader of the committee; Sen- roads radiating from It.
of
for
ators Poindexter of Washington, Mcthe homeless take a similar
iterest of any single nation or any government of the United States is as problem
caring
ns facts, not as any group of men
step.
Although peace talk still Is In the
Cumber of North Dakota? Pittman of
roup of nations can he made the sociated against the central powers became a serious one.
either here or elsewhere had dellned
air, there Is no peace for the German
Kaiser
Rout.
admits
Macedonian
South Ainboy, a town of about 10,'
Nevada, Ashurst and Smith of Ari and
so long as the armies of those powers
them, and we can accept no outcome basis of any part of the settlement
armies in the
Berlin. Em'peror William issued a zona, Nelson of Minnesota and Reed
which Is not consistent with the comwhich does not squarely meet and setare upon their soil. The good faith of ooo population four miles north ot
field.
mon Interest of all.
Morgan, was virtually wrecked by the proclamation to the German army and of Missouri were among the speakers,
detle them.
would
discussion
any
manifestly
Marshal Foch's armies are proceed
"THIRD There can be no leagues pend upon the consent of the central series of blasts. Scarcely a building navy, in which, after announcing that representing both political parties.
The War's Issues.
without pause in their task of
or alliances or special covenants und powers Immediately to withdraw their in it remains habitable. Many were the Macedonian front had crumbled, Ihe discussion, which was made to ing
"Those Issues are these:
clearing Belgium and France of the
he declared that he had decided, in ac- vacant
unroofed
and
tho
walls
of
others
und
the
within
as
closed
a
understandings
general
galleries,
precau- invader, and they are
forces everywhere from invaded te
"Shall the military power of nny na
continuing to
blown In, while every pane of glass cord with his allies, to again offer tion against the
common family of the league of na
Spanish influenza epi meet with great successes.
ritory.
tion or group of nations be suffered to
the
to
was
peace
broken,
enemy.
tions.
demic, may be renewed when the Sen"The President also feels that he
determine the fortunes of peoples over
Likewise, in Serbia and Albania the
Wants "Peace,"
ate reconvenes after a recess.
"I'Ol'RTlI And more specifically, is justified in asking whether the lin
Whom they have no right to rule ex
Serbs and Italians are fast reclaim
ecoHun
Prisoners.
Allies Take 254,000
After Senator Hitchcock and others
there can bo no special, selfish,
Paris. The AuBtro Hungarian minperinl chancellor is speaking merely
ing enemy occupied territory, while, at
fept the right of force?
Paris. During the period from Sept. ister at Stockholm has been charged had declared an armistice Impossible, last reports, the British General
Shall strong nations be free to nomic combination within the league for the constituted authorities of the
no employnunt of any force of empire who have so far conducted the 10 to Sept. 30 the uliied armies in to request the Swedish government to Senator McCumber introduced a res
and
in Palestine still was hard after
weak
nations and make them
Wrong
transmit to President Wilson a pro olution proposing as the first requi- the
Turks.
subject to their purpose and Interest? economic boycott for exclusion except war. He deems the answer to these France and Belgium have captured
retreating
as the power of economic penalty by questions vital from every point of
officers, 120,192 men, 1,600 cannon posal to conclude immediately with site to any peace negotiations, absoWhile further good gains have been
"Shall people be ruled and dnminntof
the
markets
lute
exclusion
from
the
him
surrender
achis
allies
more
and
view.
a
and
than
machine
armistice
6,000
Germany,
by
including made by the British east of Arras,
guns,
general
rd, even In their own Internal affairs,
world may he vested in the league of
ordlng to an official statement issued and to start without delay negotia dissolution of her army and navy and where the operations have In view the
"Accept, sir, the renewed assur-ancehy arbitrary and Irresponsible force,
of
as
a
means
nations
Itself
for
tions
15
of
for
here
Since
discipline
indemnifications.
and
pledges
or bv their own will and choice?
peace.
complete
my high consideration.
Wednesday.
July
capture of the highly important town
The resolution was referred to the for- of Douai, and other advances have
"ROBERT LANSING."
No Peace Except On Surrender.
up to Sept. 30 the allies have captured
'Shall there be a common standard and control.
relations
All
International agree
committee.
"HI'TH
of right and privilege for all peoples
,518 officers, 248,494 men, 3,869 can
been recorded between Cambrai and
Washington. An Austrian appeal eign
nnd nations or shall the strong do us ments and treaties of every kind must
Piaz, com non, more than 23,000 machine guns for an armistice for discussion of
Washington. General
St. Quentin, chief interest for tlie presmander-in-chieIn
be
COLORADO SCHOOL3 CLOSED.
f
made known
their entirety to
of the Italian army, nnd hundreds of mine throwers, the peace on President
ent centers in the fighting in Chamthey will and the weak suffer without
Wilson's own
the rest of the world.
has issued a general order reminding statement says.
redress?
terms is regarded here as the logical
pagne, and between the
for
Measures
to
Taken
Rigid
Stop Spread est and the Meuse, whileArgonne
his soldiers that the enemy still is on
"Shall the assertion of right he hap
"Special alliances und econmlc rivthe French
sequel of the President's recent sum
of
Influenza.
hazard and by casual alliance or shall alries and hostilities have been the Italian, French and Belgian soil, and
and Americans are driving the enemy
Austria and Bavaria May Surrender.
mary rejection of the proposal that
Denver. Eleven additional deaths
there be a common concert to oblige prolific sources In the modern world calling on theffi not to be weakened
teadily northward, despite great re
Paris. The German censor at Ber hostilities be suspended for secret
making a total of thirty deaths from sistance on positions of .
the observance of common rights?
of the plans and passions thnt proby flattering hopes of peace, but to lin permits the German press to
strategic
print and nonbinding peace discussions.
were reported value.
influenza,
Spanish
Nil man, no group of men, chose
duce war. It would be nn Insincere hold themselves in readiness to comWhat the American government's
irticles dwelling on the probable
to Dr. William H. Sharpley,
Monday
these to be the Issues of the struggle. ns well ns Insecure pence that did not pletely crush tlie enemy if his peace
In
the latest fighting the Americans
of Germany in the case that answer to such an appeal would be is
They nre the Issues of It, and they exclude them In definite nnd binding offers prove to be "a fresh form of Austria should be forced to lay down indicated by the statement author- manager of health, and he estimated drove the Germans out of Chatel
y,
that there were 100 new cases in the
must be settled by no arrangement or terms.
the old guile."
northwest of Apremont, and obforher arms under pressure, according to ized when the
the
total
to
number
city,
bringing
up
or
tained command of the heights west
compromise
adjustment of Interests,
"National purposes hnve fallen more
dvices reaching Paris. It is declared eign minister complained that his acas- of
approximately 500, Dr.
but definitely and once for nil and with nnd more Into the background nnd the
Entire Spanish Cabinet Quits.
the Aire. The latest German offithat If
should give in, ceptance of President Wilsons' princi- serted, however, that he Sharpley
the
believed
n full and utieiiuivoonl
d
cial communication reports that thoMadrid. The cabinet headed by Banvria might follow ber example.
acceptance of common purpose of enlightened
had not been noticed that peace plague was under control.
ples
the principle that the Interest of the
Americans
hns tnken their place.
The
Antonio Maura has resigned.
could not be talked of
evening began a
upon any
Colorado State University at Boulder now attack Monday
weakest Is as sacred as the Interest of
In this region.
cabinet was formed last March.
I'lain workaday people hnve de
terms so long as Germany and Aus- is closed until further
to
notice
preCouncil
Takes Over Butter.
Canadian
the strongest.
Taken altogether, the entire southmanded almost every time they came
tria occupied a single foot of con- vent the further spread of influenza
ern front of the Germans seems to be
Ottawa. All creamery butter pro- Enemy Without Honor.
together, and nre still demnnding, thnt WHEAT CROP 918,920,000 BUSHELS
quered
territory.
the
students.
The
State
School
among
luced in the provinces of Alberta,
"This Is what we mean when we the lenders of their governments
There is no disposition to believe, of Mines will be under the strictest in a rather serious situation from La.
Fere to the north of Verdun. Laon.
to them plainly what It Is ex
Is Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and however, that an early end of the war
Forecast for Corn Production
speak of a permanent pence, if we
'
quarantine and limited academic inQuebec between Sept. 30 and Nov. 9. is in sight, in
speak sincerely, Intelligently, and actly wluit It Is thnt they are seek
2,717,775,000 Bushels.
of the fact that struction will be continued under the the great storehouse of the Germans
spite
hnve been commandeered the
northeastof Soissons, is reported to
with a real knowledge and compre- ing In this war and what they think
Germans are known to be desper most rigid rules.
This year's wheat inclusive,
The Agricultural be on
Washington.
fire, indicating the
hension of the matter we deal with.
the Items of the final settlement should crop will be 918,920,000 bushels, tho by the Dominion government under ately anxious to halt by diplomacy the
college at Fort Collins will have its of an early falling back; thepossibility
an order In council. Canadian conChemin
"We are all agreed that there be.
of agriculture announced sumers are allowed two
steady advance of their enemies to- 650 students under close health sur- des Dames
department
of
defenses are outflanked at
pounds
can be no peace obtained by any
They are not yet satisfied with in its preliminary estimate of producward the German border.
and
veillance
is cooperating fully with both
a
a
month.
butter
creamery
person
ends; Rheims has been restored
kind of bargain or compromise with whnt they have been told. They still tion. Winter wheat
The Washington government, it was the local and state health authorities
production is
and the Germans pushed back more
the governments of the central emseem to fear that they are getting
made plain, would not be stampeded to prevent influenza from spreading.
bushels and spring wheat pro
than ten miles north of it, while eastGen. Doyen Dead from Influenza.
pires, because we have dealt with whnt they nsk for only In statesmen's
cither by reports nor by Invitation to
duction 363.195,000 bushels.
Governor Gunter issued a proclama
them already and have seen them terms only in the terms of territorial
Washington. Brig. Gen. Charles A. cease hostilities, should one be of- tion urging health officers to adopt ward General Gouraud's armies and
A corn production of 2,717,775,000
the American First army are brilliantdeal with other governments that were Arrangements and the divisions of bushels was forecast from the condi Doyen, commandant of the Marine fered from the
Imperial German gov- measures to prevent the spread of in- ly
carrying out their part of the great
party to this struggle, at
power and not In terms of broad vision.
Corps training ramp at Quantico, Va., ernment.
tion of the crop Oct. 1.
and many cities have already
fluenza,
and ISnchnrest.
converging movement that seemingly
Justice nnd mercy nnd pence nnd the
of other died there of influence. General Doof
Estimate
taken
such
action.
production
at no far distant date will force the
long- "They have convinced us thnt si.tlsfuctlon of those
uats, i,53o,2!i,oui) yen returned from France some
crops follows:
Colorado Soldier Dies in Camp.
enemy materially to readjust his line.
they are without honor and do not ngs of oppressed and distracted men bushels;
in Army Camps.
buck- months ago.
Gains
236,505,000;
barley,
Eqidemic
A further indication of the troublous
deaths
Camp Dodge, la. Twenty-onIntend Justice. They observe no and women nnd enslaved peoples thnt
wheat. 19,473,000; white potatoes. 391,- Washington. Spanish influenza in- times in the German army is the rewere reported from Spanish influenza
covenants, accept no principle but seem to them the only things worth 279,0110; sweet
Americans
Overseas
Total
1,840,000.
85.473,000;
twenty-fmore
potatoes,
rapidly during the
by the division surgeon general Mon creased
force and their own interests.
port that Field Marshal von Hlnden-burflphtlng a war for thnt engulfs the flax, 15,606,000; rice, 41.918,000; to
hours ending Oct. 6 at noon
Washington. A total of 1,840,000 day morning. He also announced that our
has resigned after a stormy inworld.
10,Impossible to Come to Terms.
1,2(15,302,000
overAmerican
been
have
sent
bacco,
pounds; pears,
troops
out of 6,000 cases under observation than in any similar period since the terview with Emperor William during
"Itut I, for one, am glad to attempt
"We cannot 'come to terms' with
194,000 bushels;
apples, 198,389,000 seas to date, members of the House 4,628 were diagnosed at Spanish influ- disease became epidemic. Reports to which Von Hindenburg Informed the
them. They have made It impossible. the answer ngnln and again In the bushels; sugar beets, 6,158,000; kaflrs, military committee said they were told enza.
The deaths brought the camp's the office of the surgeon general of emperor that a German retreat on a
"The Ceruuin people must by this hope thnt I may make It clenrer thnt 72,650,000 bushels; beans, 17,802,000 at a War Department conference.
total from the epidemic to thirty. The the army showed 17,383 new cases in large scale was necessary.
time be fully aware that we cannot ny one thought Is to sntlsfy those who bushels.
In the ranks and
epidemic is at its most critical stage army camps.
Paris, Oct. 5. King "Ferdinand of
perhaps
accept the word of those who forced struggleall others entitled are,
Yankees Lead Archangel Advance. now and Lieut. Col. B. W. Rich anto
a
is reported to have abdicated
shove
Bulgaria
reply
us.
war
We
at
do not think
this
Colonel
upon
Camp Grant Slays Self.
Six Die at Bliss of Influenza.
no one can have any
In favor of Crown Prince Boris, who
Archangel. American troops now nounced there would be a decrease in
the same thoughts or speak the same whose meaning
111.
Col.
Charles
I
Grant,
El
Camp
She
deaths occurred has already assumed power, according
hold the farthest point south reached deaths and number of cases. Among
Paso, Tex.
ncuse for misunderstanding. If he unlanguage of agreement.
acting commandant o by any ot the allied forces in the ad- those reported dead were R. E.
here and at Fort Bliss Saturday night to a Basel dispatch to the Havas
Inngunge In which It Is Hagadorn,
"It Is of capital importance thnt we derstands the
committed
suicide.
Camp Grant,
from Spanish Influenza.
or can get some one to transvance southward from Archangel.
Joycoy, Colo.
agency quoting advices from Vienna.
should be explicitly agreed that no spoken
late It correctly Into his own.
peace shall be obtained by any kind
" 'Peace drives' can he effectively
Death Too Good for Kaiser.
Allies Unite in Mighty Blow.
Loan Drive Quota $416,000,000 Dally. Nearly $11,000,000 First Day for Bonds
of compromise or abatement of the
Bisbee Has 125 Influenza Cases.
utilized and silenced only by showing
New York. "We will place the kaiLondon, Oct, 9. The British and
Denver. Eighteen thousand Denver
principle we have avowed as the prinOct. 8. With the openAriz. Up to noon Oct. 7,
Bisbee,
Washington,
assoof
the
nations
every
victory
fiat
we
ser
Von
in
him
or
won't kill
exile;
Americans have advanced to a depth
of the second week of the fourth patriots swatted the kaiser's latest 125 cases of Spanish influenza had
ciples for which we are fighting. ciated
ing
nathe
Germany
brings
against
Tirpltz. Death is too good for them," Liberty loan campaign the managers peace proposal Monday to the tune of been reported to Dr. C. H. Hunt, health
There should exist no doubt about
of about three miles on a twenty-miltions nearer the sort of peace which
declared Secretary of Labor Wilson at face
that. I am, therefore, going to take will
a most tremendous task. From $7,050,300 In Fourth Liberty Loan officer for Cochise county.
There
and reassurance to front In their great attack between St. the
security
bring
addressing an audi- now until the close of the campaign. subscriptions, while more than 12,000 have been no deaths, tho some of the
the liberty of speaking with the ut- oil
Quentin and Cambrai. Over a front ence Hippodrome,
and
make
recurrence
the
of
peoples
of
6,000 at a Liberty Loan gath Oct. 19, daily subscriptions must aver- others from outside counties swelled
most frankness about the practical Im- another
patients are reported to be quite ill.
struggle of pitiless force and of twenty miles between Cambrai and
plications thnt are Involved in It.
age $416,000,000 If the entire $6,000,- - the chorus with $3,812,700, making
Quarantine regulations put in force
bloodshed forever Impossible and that St. Quentin the British, American and ering.
Colorado's
total
at
the
Foe Must Pay the Price.
here Saturday, resulting in the closnothing else can.
French troops have started a mighty German Police Chief in Warsaw Shot 000,000 is to be disposed of during this close of the first subscriptions
inof
official
the
day
"If It be in deed and In truth the
period. This statement is based on
ing of the theaters, churches, schools
"Germany Is constantly Intimating drive, which, in Its initial stage, has
Zurich. The chief of the German sales reported by banks and trust com tensive drive, $10,863,000. Practically and other places of public assemblage.
common object of the governments the 'terms' she will accept; and althrown the enemy back from highly
one
of the city's 250,000 citizens were widened in scope today when
police in Warsaw, Poland, has been panies. The San Francisco district every
associated against Germany and of ways finds thnt the world does not
prized tactical positions to a depth shot
by an unidtntified person. The announced that it had passed the faced the east for one minute and then special sales at local stores were orthe nations whom they govern, as I want terms. It wishes the final tri- of
to five miles.
two
from
assassin fled.
began subscribing Denver's $18,000,000 dered discontinued.
$100,000,000 mark.
believe It to be, to achieve by the corn- - umph of justice and fair dealing."
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a million dogs as any other way on
True Happiness.
"Paw," began little ISeareat, "when earth." Kansas City Star.
4 grow up I'm going to be rlclT I'll
'save a million dollars and spend It all
"Speed Up" Slogan.
Just a hint of the unprecedented acfor dogs."
"Good Lord!" replied his sire, Mr. tivity of the American shipyards these
Cap Johnson of Rumpus llidge. "There days Is afforded by the names of the
hain't do million-dolla- r
dog in the papers that are Being published In the
various plants. These Include: Speed
world."
million-dolla- r
"I don't want
dog. Up, Newark Bay, N. J.; Heave Together, of Portland, Ore.; Do Tour Bit, of
I want a million dogs."
"You're shore taking In a powerful the same city; Fore an Aft, of
N. T.; Dry Dock Dial, of
sight of territory. But aw, well, I
Mckoa feller could be as happy with Brooklyn, and the Compass, Chester, Pa,
New-burg- h,

Gompers Denounces "Peace" Move
Draft Lists Mailed to Boards.
Rome. Samuel Gompers, preslden,
Washington.
Copies of the sixty- Of the American Federation of Labor, eight-pag- e
pamphlet
containing the
who is here with a delegation of Amer 17,000 numbers in draft
drawing last
ican labor leaders, strongly denounced week were mailed Saturday to more
the recent peace move of the central than 4,500 local exemption boards in
powers.
the United States.
German Ace of 44 Victories Killed.
Amsterdam. Flight Lieut Frits Ru
mey of the German army, who claimed
forty-fou- r
air victories, has been
killed, according to the Lokal Aniel
ger of Berlin.
.

Germane Removing Alsatian Civilians.
Geneva. German military authorities have begun to remove the inhabitants of Alsace, according to the
Democrate, In expectation of a
attack on the frontier. The
inhabitants of twenty villages. Including Ferrette, Goutavon and Winkel, alBritish Capture 71,000 Turks.
ready have been sent to Bavaria. Some
London.
Seventy-onthousand of the villagers have escaped across
Turks have been taken prisoner by the Swiss frontier. Fear of disorder Is
General Allenby's forces since the rampant throughout
commencement of the British opera- Food is scarce and little fuel Is avail
tions In Palestine and Syria,
able.
Franco-America-

e

Alsace-Lorrain-

n

Call 29,999 to Technical Schools.
Washington. Provost Marshal General Crowder called for 29,999 grammar school graduates from forty-twstates and the District of Columbia
to entrain Oct 15 for technical
schools. Ot the total 980 will be negroes. Voluntary Induction will be allowed until Oct. IS.
o

Allies to Strike at Constantinople.
Saloniki. "We will soon direct our
blow at Constantinople and the Vanquished Turk will be thrown once and
for all Into Asia," declared Gen. Fran- chet d'Esperey, the allied commander-in-chie- f
on- the Macedonian front. In
replying to a demonstration.

Nation to Fix Clothing Prices.
Seventeen Influenza Cases at Pueblo.
Pueblo. Nine new cases of Spanish
Washington. Prices and distribu
influenza were reported In this city tion of practically all articles of wear
Oct 4. This makes a total of seven ing apparel are to be controlled by
teen.
the War Industries Board.

m

TROOPS CONVOYED TO FRONT LINES BY MOTOR
i

"SHED OVERHANG
Structure Popular

in

East Can

Be Used Anywhere.
GOOD

FLOORING

IMPORTANT

Cork Brick and Treated Wood Block
Found to Be Excellent Materials for Use In the
Stalls.

British reserve troops being hurriedly convoyed to the front line by
A detachment of the medical corps Is on foot.

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OF
CC8T on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers or this paper. On account ot
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
he Is, without doubt, the
Manufacturer,
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
111., and only inclose three-cestamp for
reply.
By WILLIAM

HEED OF EXPERT
TO FIX BATTERY
Starting Mechanism of Car Is
Regarded by Too Many M-

'

otorists

as a Mystery.

ti:.:e fox making repairs
8hould Be Opened for Owner's Inspection and All Separators Removed
Regulation May Be All
That la Needed.
"Despite the educational campaign
carried on by battery manufacturers, a
great majority of motorists still con

tlnue to treat their starting battery as
a mystery, and the same question Is
occurring day after day. When should
a battery be repaired and when should
It be thrown away?
The answer to this Is, "Put yourself
In the bands of an expert and at the
same time bear the following points In
mind," says F. T. Kalas, manager of
battery depot In Washington.
"Have your battery opened for your
own Inspection, and all separators removed, so that the entire surface of
the Individual plates may be readily
seen.

Expense of Reinstating.
"If the examination shows that the
positive plates (a chocolate brown In
color) and the negative plates (slate
gray) are mechanically Intact It Is simply a case of retnsulatlng the plates
with separators, and this can be done
at an average expense of approximatethe cost of a new battery.
ly
In some makes of batteries a very
thin wood separator or insulating material Is used, and, judging from carefully kept records, extending over a
period of one year, these very thin
Separators break down In approximately eight months' time, whereas
the thicker type of separators last
twice as long.
"If the positive plates are severely
warped or show excessive loss of ma
terlal, a new set of positive plates and
The
new separators are necessary.
cost of this repair Is approximately 60
per cent of the cost of a new battery,
and such repairs would give a battery
life about equal to the life obtained
from the first set of positive plates.
In many cases the life Is longer, as
the owner of a new car usually abuses
the car and the battery In the early
part of Its life. Repair or renewal of
positive plates Is perfectly safe, as the
negative plates are almost equal In life
to two sets of positive plates.
Purchase New Battery.
"If the examination shows that the
negative plates are excessively worn
In addition to the positive plates It Is
then advisable to purchase a new battery, as the cost of repairs In a case
of this kind Is excessive by comparione-sixt- h

son.

"There may be some slight variations from the above principles, bnt
they areAxceedlngly few and rare.
"Don't get your knowledge from the
outside of the battery box obtain a
complete Idea of the Inside, learn
what the parts are for and why. It
only takes a few minutes and it will
save more dollars."
GOOD VALVE

GRINDING

"Buck Kast" they still build their
SELECT BACK ROADS
horns with a shed overhang, or In
others words with the stock shelter
FOR MOST PLEASURE under the main roof of the barn and
tinder the projecting second story hay
mow.
It's a good style anywhere: and Is
Advice to Motorists Who Prefer
often used for combined horse and
Not to Eat Dust All Day.
stork barns.
On the larger farms It is very necroom for the horses
Average Motorist Is Learning That essary to have
that are needed In the work during
There Are Two Kinds of Highways
certain seasons of the year such as
One Is Main Road Utilized
during seeding lime in the spring and
Mostly by Speeders.
also during the full jHowlng. Farm- There are at least two distinctive
classes of motor-ca- r
drivers. One Includes those who desire to get from a
given point to another given point In
the shortest possible time. The other
enjoys motoring because the automobile gives one a chance to see the
beauties of nature, to seek out quiet
and primitive spots, and to view the
country at its best. There is a sharp
line between the two. Most of the
casualty lists are made up of members of the first. Accidents to the driver who is in no particular hurry are
more Infrequent
A man who has driven a car for several years says that one can tell the
speed of a car without a device that
registers the number of miles an hour.
When the car is going 20 to 25 miles
on hour there Is plenty of conversation on the back seat. The occupants
point out things of interest and comment thereon." When the speed gets
up to 85 or 40 miles an hour there Is
iW""aif
I
less talking, and when a higher mark
Is attained there Is dead silence. Everybody in the car has his eyes glued
on the road ahead, and is hopeful that ers that use
during these seasons as
nothing will happen. There Is no time many as ten horses say that a good
and no Inclination to talk, even if the barn for them Is the best kind of
rush of air would permit It.
economy. It keeps the horses In fine
Happily, the average motorist does condition and makes it eaay to regunot drive at an excessive speed, and late their feed and take care of them
It Is the average motorist who Is learn- so that
they can work ten hours a day
ing that there are two kinds of high- If necessary.
ways. One kind Is the main road beBy building a special barn It Is postween cities, much utilized by speedconveners the
drivers who watch the sible to provide the various manure
iences such as feeding devices,
speedometer and who brag on what
etc., that help In making the
they have been able to "get out of carriers, and
handling
conditioning of the aniher."
The other kind of driver is learning mals very easy work.
The stable should be large enough
that there usually Is a back road. At
this season of the year many of these to hold the horses that are needed
back roads are In better condition than during the busy season. Concrete is
the main highways. They are smooth- not a satisfactory material as a gener and there is less dust. Little traf- eral rule for the stalls of horse stables
fic Is met, and the surrounding coun- as shod horses are apt to sUp and perdetry, as a rule, is prettier and more pas- haps Injure themselves. It Is very
toral. The man who seeks out these sirable to provide a material that can
back roads may have to drive a few be washed down In the same way as
miles farther than if he had kept to concrete and yet provides a surface
the main traveled ways, but the quiet that Is resilient and that will not beand beauty of the scene more than pay come slippery.
for the extra gasoline.
Two Good Fleering Materials.
There are two materials that have
TESTER FOR A LEAKY VALVE been used for this purpose with conOne Is the cork
siderable success.
and the other is the treated wood
Simple and Certain Method Is to Apply brick
block.
The wood block is in various
8mall Bottle of Water as Illusforms and Is treated with many diftration 8hows.
ferent substances of which the most
Leaks at the valve In a tire of a bi- common is creosote.
Cork brick Is made of granulated
cycle, automobile or other vehicle are
difficult to locate, by ordinary examlna cork which is mixed with refined astlon of the suspected valve. A elm phalt and then pressed under heavy
pie and certain method Is to apply a pressure into a brick. The brick Isvery resilient and never becomes slip-

Testing Leaky Valve.
small bottle of water to the valve,
as shown, both with and without the
valve caps In place. The cap Is often
sufficient to hold the air, hence this
In cases where a badly pitted valve added test If the valve leaks, re
requires grinding there Is a short cut placing the plunger with a new one Is
Cut a piece of emery cloth In dimen- the most effective method of overcom
sions a little bit wider than the valve Ing the trouble.
seating and twice as long and then
double It over so that both surfaces HOW BRAKES ARE ADJUSTED
are cutting surfaces. Next rat a hole
In the cloth so that the valve stem Not Advisable to Remove Slack at
may be passed through and the emery
Same Place First on Rods, Next
cloth brought close up against the
on Bands, Etc
valve head. The valve is then placed
comIn position for grinding under
In taking np on the brakes do not
paratively high pressure. Both sides always remove the slack at the same
of the emery cloth will conform to place. There usually are two or three
the valve head and the seating, and places In the brake assembly where a
Is possible, snd each time
if the valve turns and the emery cloth "take-up-"
remains stationary the valve will be the brakes are adjusted a different
ground on the upper emery, whereas place should be used. The first time
If the cloth revolves the valve seating take up the rods at the rear, the next
time at the brake bands, etc.
Will be ground on the lower emery.
Em-

I

Puncture-Proo- f
Tire.
Is proposed to use rubber sponge
.molded to fit the inside of motorcar
tire casing and In this manner produce
tire. The car will
a puncture-proo- f
still ride on air, but this air will be
confined in Innumerable little sacks.

,

I

'

It

Tracing Door Squeaks.
In cars fitted with
tops
door squeaks sometimes are caused by
pulling the top straps too tightly. This
causes the door to bind and when going over a bump or other Irregularity
In the road, a most Irritating squeak
results.
old-sty-

Screws on Vibrator Box.

If the screws that hold the small
trass brackets to the vibrator box be-

I

Chart of Wiring 8ystsm.
not be out of order to sugcome worn so that they do not hold, gest to the new car owner that one of
don't use longer screws. They may in- the "tools" that should always be carjure the windings of the con and ruin ried la the car is the chart of the wir
the vibrator.
ing system.

It may
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Order
drawri.

Order
8erial
number. drawn.
322
7.277
6,708
1,027
16,169
8,366
6,366
1,697
7,123

1

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2,781

11

9,783
6,147
10,086
438
904
12.368
1,523
7,512
6,360
3,748
6,540
3,808
1,240
16,846
1,907

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22

12,521

6,593
3,941

3,073
13,728
20
6,857
1,255
.14,122

....
...

11,101

36
37
38
39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

rack for stormy days, und a few
stanchions In a separate stable for
the cows and calves, where he could
feed them differently. The arrangeg
ment as shown fitted into his
plans so he could keep the'
breeding stock separate und feed accordingly.
The stable part is built with a solid
concrete foundation wall and floor,
and both the horse and cow stalls are
arranged nnd built according to the
best farm building practice.
Stables Well Lighted.
It will be noticed that there are a
good many windows placed to light
the stables from every direction. Light
In a modern stable Is one of the most
noticeable Improvements.
dark, dingy stables were dirty
and loaded down with foul air. Purebred valuable farm animals have
caused the change.
Building barns to stable animals
worth from $100 up Is a different
proposition from the old buildings
that were considered good enough .to
stable animals worth from $60 down.
The high opening through the shod
is the entrance to the barn. This arrangement gives a convenient thrashing floor for oats when the crops are
heavy and overflow the other barns.
Hay settles considerably In a big mow
like this before oats harvest, and the)
space may be used to advantage In
such emergencies.
The oats straw is blown by the stacker back Into the far end of ths mow
to be kept bright and clean for winter feed and bedding.
stock-raisin-

llx rpr

11

(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)

....

2,132
10,762
3,235
739
16,657
6,809
4,948
8,772
7,034
535
8,691

51

62
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

4,287
12,839
625
72
11,338
832
10,491

14,023
14,043
964
8,637
2,897
7,834
4,723
10,656
4,327
3,505
6,348
7,234
4
12,842
4,482
9,022

134

14,319
12,210
8,317
395
5,240
12,284
11,255
657
12,618
3,531
14,361

91

92

13,841

94
95
96
97
98
99

11,060
8,858
219
16,518 100

8,055
8,777
7,952
11,191

15,760
13,359
12,184
11,232

Washington. Woodrow Wilson, civilian commander in chief of the United States tinny and navy, in person ut
noon September 30, turned over to
America's milltury establishment the
entire 13,000,000 men between the ages
of eighteen and forty-fivembraced In
tile September VI registration.
The great undertaking started practically on tliu minute, und then went
steadily forward.
Amid ceremonies profoundly impressive ami of transcendent historical
slgnl flounce, (Jen. Peyton C. March,
chief of staff of the urmy, received In
person this vast force of as yet
reserves, on behalf of the military branch of the government.
4,000,000 In Arms by July.
And from this reservoir of man power the largest body of citizen soldiers
ever offered by the people of any
to their government General
March is to recruit the urmy of 4,000,-00men which he hus promised to
have overseas by July 1 next to back
up General Pershing on the battlefields
of Kurope.
Every man In the registration Is affected, ns from those who are not
called for active military duty the
country's wur managers propose to
mobilize n great Industrial army of
war workers to make certain of a constantly flowing stream of men nnd mu
nitions to the Held of buttle.
The roll call, which is to assign to
each of the 1:1,000.000 men a milltury
number determining the order in
which he is to he culled, was begun by
President Wilson himself, und not fin
ished until late In the afternoon next
e
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1,961

13.754
11,464

93

fe'A-

DOING

4,886
16,009
12,930

In the Sssjoolrsosa,
The teacher In her schoolroom la osV
tan in the position of hostess to the
visiting parents of her pupils. Her duties are much the same as If she received callers la her own home suospt
that she need not Interrupt the rourod, although another system may be tine ot school work to entertain. It is
work. A photo- only necessary for her to give guest)
used for longer-rsng- e
graph must first be levied seed oa a s quiet wsleasss, offer seats, aad Incopper plate, which Is rolled over the vite them to watch and listen to the)
cylindrical platen of ths sending ma- conduct of regular class as. After
chine. A needle held against it trav- school hours ths teacher should give
els from one end of the roll to the s few minutes to talk with the parent
other, snd ths picture is reproduced on the work of bis child, offering sad
College Men Enrolled.
on paper at the other end of the Una, receiving suggestions for mutual help,
More than 150.000 men were added
Post
Evening
Chicago
to America's fighting strength when
Farmers Should Specialise.
members of the students' array trainThere la as much money In raising
Cruelty to Asters.
ing corps were formally mustered in
haf eattle as there Is In keeDlna dairy
"Tour only applause," quoth a star at the colleges throughout the country.
cows. Profits depend upon the man.
One farmer knows how to make money of the movies, "Is ths click of tM The Impressive ceremony arranged for
Another camera." Obviously, an Instance of the occasion was set for eleven o'clock
by doing a dairy business.
farmer knows how to breed and feed cruelty to actors. Invention should October 1. A message from President
come to the rescue and equip every Wilson was read on every campus.
beef cattle to get big prices.
ma Collegians in the training corps draw
It is not often that one man makes movie studio with an applause
the pay of army privates, and are
mnmlmoill success with both. He chine, consisting of a pair of cast-iro- n
Is prone to give his best attention to hands and an endless string of perous-- boused, clothed, and fed by the government. There Is no tuition fee. Each
slon cape, Film Fun,
the kind of live stock he likes best
student Is allowed only three subjects.
Ploturo-TNnsmltth-

apparatus for transmitting pictures electrically is among the latest
scientific toys. It to described sad Illustrated in Popular Mechanics Mar
aslne. The sending and receiving u
strumefcts are synehroalaed by a steel
An

JOB, TOO.

Serial
number.

were filled they
were rushed over to the government
printing office for the official master
list, which, when completed, were sent
by General Crowder to ull district
boards throughout the country, which.
In turn were to make them public
through the newspapers. In that wus
the country at large was informed of
the order of all the numbers within a
few days.
Wilson Is Applauded.
There was a hearty round of applause as the president, blindfolded
with a piece of cloth taken from the
covering of one of the chair used
at the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, approached the table
on which rested the famous glass
bowl used upon the first drawing.
Provost Marsha! Gen. Crowder guided his hand as he reached down Into
the bowl to pick one of the 17,000 blue
capsules containing the numbers.
There was increased handclapplng
when It was announced that the first
number of the drawing was 322. for
the number which the president drew
has a registrant representing It in
every one of the 4,537 local boards in
the country. Every man whose serial
number corresMnds to it may therefore consider that the command to
"march" or "work" comes from ihe
commander In chief himself.

Floor Flan of Barn Measuring 70 by 40 Feet.
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in Chief Begins Work
of Selection.
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HINT

Piece of Emery Cloth Can Be
ployed Satisfactorily If Directions Are Followed.

A. RADFORD.

pcry and can be washed down with s
hose as it is waterproof.
h
The brick are laid up in a
Portland cement cushion and the Joints
between the brick are grouted.
In some horse barns a door of this
type Is laid over the complete barn
but In most cases a concrete floor Is
placed in the barn outside of the
stalls.
The frame of the born Is supported
on a good concrete foundation that Is
carried down to spread footings below
the frost line. The walls are also
carried 24 Inches above grade and the
studs are placed on top of this wall.
To protect the ends of the studding
and prevent them from rotting the
studs are placed In studding sockets
made of cast iron. These sockets are
Imbedded in the concrete and present
one of the best ways of constructing
frame barn structures. Holes are provided In the sides of the sockets so
that they can be nailed to the upright
timbers. Post sockets are also provided for the double row of posts
that run through the center of the
'
barn.
Stable Room for Cows.
Resides the horses this "Pennsylvania type" barn Is arranged to stable
seven cows and a quantity of loose
stock. It Is 70 by 40 feet In slse on
the ground with a big storage mow
overhead the same size as the foundation Including the stock shed.
This barn was built for a farmer
who raised fine Herefords and also
kept a number of mares to raise colts.
He wanted a barn to store feed and to
furnish shelter for his Herefords and
stabling for the rough farm bronchos
in winter.
He wanted an open shed fronting to
y
the south, where the cnttle could
the sunshine on warm days, and
he wanted a stock stable with a feed

HIS "BIT"

Small Animals Used in Testing

and Standardizing Serums
and Antitoxins.
VALUABLE

HELP TO SCIENCE

Immature Anlmsls Weighing About
Nine Ounces Ars Required for
Medicsl Research Work 8ome
Hints on Raising Them.
Guinea pigs are fit for any table and
are receiving attention now In connec-

point In selecting stock is to obtain
healthy animals that will mature quick
ly and attain good size.
Guinea pigs require about the same
kind of accommodations as rabbits.
Two general methods of managing
them have been advocated courts and
houses. Also they require about the
same diet as rabbits. They eat frequently during the day, and should
novo a constant supply of staple, dry
food. A pan of water, a piece of rock
salt and a pan of dry grain should
available.
The rearing of guinea pigs requires
no extraordinary knowledge and no
great outlay of capital ; little space Is
needed to accommodate the animals,
which are hardy and easily managed.
They make Interesting pets and satisfactory food animals. The constantly
increasing demand for them in scientific investigations
and medical research Insures a ready market for reasonable numbers at prices that should
be remunerative to the producer.
Persons considering the raising of
guinea pigs may find a detailed discussion of the subject In Farmers' Bulletin
G2.1, "liaising Guinea Pigs," Issued by
the United States department of agriculture.

tion with the utilization of every meuns
of Increasing food supplies. There Is
e
another
use, however, that
perhaps appeals more to the Imagination. This Is in medical reseurch, especially in testing and standardizing
antitoxins and serums. Such medical
research work has been much enlarged, , ij.tiillAJ,AAAili Jul. 4 A Juiiiliil liAifciliiliiln i
fI 1,11111 T
I ITT
und has greutly Increased in Importance since America's entry Into the ii BREEDING GUINEA PIGS
world war.
The guinea pig, in being made to
Guinea pigs breed at a very ! !
help In the testing of serums und anti- ) early age, but their capacity for '
toxins, confers a direct benefit upon I reproduction has been greatly , !
the American soldier. Therefore, the ) ) exaggerated and a mistaken no- tlon has become fixed in the .
gulneu pig Is doing his bit and persons
who euter the Industry of ruislng ; minds of many people.
guinea pigs likewise help to meet a
Ordinarily five litters may be
e
I
need.
expected in a year, averaging
The
In medical research immature ani- ' ubout three young each.
mals weighing 250 grains (nearly nine ) ) first litter produced by a female
ounces) are required. This weight Is ; usually consists of but one or '
two. Subsequent ones are com- attained In about six weeks. In past
years the average price of a guinea pig ' monly larger, but they rarely '
his been about 75 cents, but reports . number more than five or six. A
; female in her breeding
have been received recently of laboraprime ;
tories paying from $1 to $1.60 because
may be expected to raise about
';
of the scarcity of suitable stock. Per ; ! 12 to 15 young each year.
sons favorably situated near cities or
Institutions requiring large numbers of
guinea pigs may establish a profitable
Animals aa Harvest Hands.
business In supplying them. They
Live stock, properly managed, will
anl-r
should remember, however, that
help the overworked farmer to harvest
jiiIs previously used for serum or an- some
of his crops profitably, thus savtitoxin tests, or the offspring of guinea
ing man labor during the busy season.
pigs that have survived such tests, may In return, the care of the young stock
be unfit for laboratory experiments.
furnishes profitable employment for
Guinea Pigs as Food.
the farmer and his hired help, If ho
Guinea pigs are seldom eaten in the has any, during the winter and early
United States, but their neur relation- spring, when work is slack. This not
ship to rabbits and the fact that they only saves much man labor during the
are wholly vegetarian In habits may busy season, but equalizes the labor
reassure anyone entertaining doubts throughout the different seasons.
as to their fitness for the table. The
When sufficient farm labor is not
small size of the domestic species Is available to harvest all the crops, llvei
the chief cause for its neglect as a food stock offer a profitable method of tak-- i
animal, yet other highly esteemed Ing care of the surplus hay and grain,
game animals furnish less meat than by pasturing them. The farm animals'
a guinea pig.
not only harvest them cheaply, but!
The Peruvian method of dressing the while doing so make profitable gains!
guinea pig for cooking Is the one gen- and help to maintain soil fertility. In-- t
erally adopted. The animal is killed stead of cutting the entire alfalfa, cloby dislocating Its neck, after which It ver or other bay crop, pasturing somw
goes through about tfTe same process of It saves much labor.
as p sucking pig in preparation for
The cash returns from the hay harcooking. Its throat Is cut. It Is hung vested by the live stock are usually,
to
bleed
and
a
la fully equal to those received when that
few minutes
up for
then scalded In water that at first Is hay Is harvested by hand labor.
Is
not too hot. The hair removed, the
Waste or poor rye, wheat, oats andi
skin scraped with a knife, the entrails barley may be bogged down to excel
taken out and the carcass washed In lent advantage. Corn and mature soy1
tepid water. It Is then ready for the beans are harvested successfully by
cook. The Peruvians usually roast the hogs and sheep, and to some extent by
animals, but the number of possible cattle. It Is usually customary to fence
ways of cooking them Is unlimited. A off part of a cornfield by a movable)
traveler In Peru states that they are fence, and after one strip is cleaned np
excellent eating when cooked In any of to Inclose another. Plenty of water
the ways commonly applied to small and a little salt are necessary for the)
game.
greatest Improvement of live stock..
Management of Guinea Pigs,
Soy beans planted with the com and
raised
Few animals are as easily
as rape sown at the last cultivation add
subI
to the feeding value of the corn.
guinea pigs. They are much less
ject to diseases than are rabbits.
For all purposes, except exhibition,
Proper Housing.
the only kinds of guinea pigs that
Proper housing Is sn Important faot
smooth-haireshould be grown are the
tor In the successful ralitna nf hnn
varieties. These are of several colors. Too often this Is neglected, when llt-- f
If guinea pigs are raised for table use, tie expense snd effort wonld be re--,
kinds are to be preferred ; quired to provide good, serviceable'
If for scientific purposes, color Is of
houses which give am- -'
little Importance, although distinctive pie protection from cold and admit
The chief
sunshine.
markings are desirable.
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Dig sweet potatoes ss soon as frost,
kills the vines, and store them In a dm
I
place.
e
To protect cauliflower heads front
the burning sun, gather the outer
One rat will spoil four bushels of leaves over them snd tie In place.
grain a year. It costs $2 or $5 a year
to feed a rat.
Alfalfa ought not to he cut until the
little shoots appear at the base of the
Conservation of soli fertility is a stems. These shoots appear aa buds
problem for each of us, sud ths stats which develop Into new stems. Aland nation Is vitally Interested as falfa is often destroyed the first year
XtJL
by mo win a before these shoots anoear.

ing short will nuke the world
safe and decent place to live in.
Unless the surgeon with steady
If any bureaus of the Government
H. R. Spencer.'
By
hand and firm cuts out the ulcer
are to be moved out of the city of
"U. S." that has eaten to the heart of GerTo
Germans
the
the
letters
Washington Congressman Frederick
mean UNCONDITIONAL SURREND- many, the sacrifices of the world
H. Cillett of Massachusetts,
RepubFRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
ER.
will have been made in vain.
lican leader of the House, thinks a
In the language of our great
The insignia " U. S." on the unistart should be made with the Railform of every American soldier,
road Administration.
It is true that
the
Published Every Friday at Santa Fe, the State Capital by
"With malice toward none, with
marine and sailor is notice to the
Mr. McAdoo is Secretary of the
firmness in the right, as God
Hun that unconditional surrender is
Treasury and also Director General
a
will
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
the only thing that
gives us to see the right, let
procure
of Railroads, and would probably
7
ua strive on to finish the work
cessation of hostilities.
But
have to remain in Washington.
Frank Staplin, Receiver
we are in, to do all that may
he is not the active head of the rail
When General Washington defeatbe done to create a lasting peace
ed Cornwallis
at Yorktown, the
road system.
ni is tna rigure-neawith all nations henceforth."
and does the spectacular work," as
British general sent a messenger askMexsecond-clasNew
Santa
s
office
at
Fe,
the
at
matter
Entered ai
post
Mr. Cillett puts it. The real labor
the commander of the American October 1, 1918.
ing
1879.
ico, under the Act of March 3,
of the railroad administration is per- forces for a conference to determine
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
formed by a horde of clerks who
terms of capitulation; General WashPLEASED WITH DONA ANA
could accomplish their work much
the same messenger, reby
ington,
T
P
Subscription
more efficiently if they were locat- that only unconditional surrendplied
Assistant State Superintendent J.
ed in some large city that is a rail- er would be accepted.
V. Conway has
road center. Washington is far from
just returned from a
At Appomattox, General Grant deSANTA FE, N. M, OCTOBER 11, 1918.
trip of inspection of the rural school
that, and there is no possible reason
and received, the uncondimanded,
in Dona Ana County. Towhy the congestion at the National
tional surrender of the confederate conditions
gether with County School Superinby
forces under General Lee.
THE OLD ROAD OR THE NEW Capital should be aggravated
Doctor
R. E. McBride. visittendent
needlessly imposing upon the city
n
In the
war, the ed and inspected the various school
clerks.
additional
hundreds
of
Under the American system of govSpanish general at Santiago request- districts in, the county and held day
ernment our people have enjoyed
ed permission to withdraw his army and night educational
in a
DEMOCRATS SOCIALISTIC
and
from the beleaguered town. Presi- number of places. He meetings himfreedom, prosperity
happiness
expressed
of
no
his
other
the
ordered
dent
generals
by
people
equalled
McKinley
self as having been delightfully surDuring the consideration of the
j nation
in the world's history,
in the field to demand instant and prised at the advanced
Power Bill Congressman
conditions,
same
'..Now a group of individuals, taking Emergency
the
at
unconditional
surrender,
both in the physical equipment of the
Richard Wayne Parker of New Jersey
them
that
time
advantage of war conditions, are was active
anything
instructing!
rountv schools and in the curicula.
in presenting amendments
less than that would create the ne- Speaking of his
urging upon this government adop calculated to limit
the application of
trip. Superintendent
of fighting at some other time
tion of policies wholly foreign to the act
cessity
Conway adds:
the
war
period.
strictly to
the American system as established
and place, under conditions less faJ
Mr.
visited I found
was
bill
the
"Everywhere
before
Just
passed
founders.
vorable. The Spanish army surrend- most splendid school condition. Thea
by its
Parker made a motion to recommit
the
that
are
ered.
They
position
taking
modern school buildings, well equip-e- d
with instructions to so amend the
many steps, taken as useful and
In view of American history, it
with modern school furniture.
as to limit the time of re1
war measures shall become measure
Unit
the
well
he
said
that
may very
tention of power plants by the Presisanitary water, heating and ventilat- the fixed and permanent policies of dent
habit
the
contracted
ed
has
States
This county has sure
the war period.
ingi systems
our country in time of peace after As to one year after is defined
of demanding, and obtaining, the un- ly gone in tor fine school buildings
in
the "war period
close of war.
conditional surrender of its enemies. and prope' school facilities, and it
the bill as continuing six months
REPUBLICAN TICKET
at hand when must be an eye opener to Eastern
The only result of the extension after the conclusion of the war Mr.
The time is
or tnese policies will be to make Parker s amendment would have per-- j
itcd State? Senator
Germany will ask for a cessation of Tourists, nassing through the state,
B.
FALL
so-ALBERT
our government ultimately more
hostilities, and a conference with the to find school buildings and surroundmitted government operation for one
Otero County cialistic and autocratic, and less and
allies to determine a treaty of peace. ings, which are on par or better
months after peace is
yer an(J six
less democratic and representative of declared.
But even that did not suit
Throughout the United States there than they have in richer commonCongressman
the will of the people.
is but one sentiment, and that is, wealths. To former County Superinbill went
and
the
the
Democrats,
HERNANDEZ
C.
B.
Which road shall we take the old through the House with no time
that when the end of the war comes, tendent Hayner belongs the credit
Rio Arriba
or the new?
it must be by a treaty of peace, and for the majority of beautiful and
Shall we stand for specified when the plants should be
the ideals of the founders who gave returned to their owners.
not by a mere truce; that it must substantial
erected
Judge of the Supreme Court
BENJAMIN F. PANKEY
us their splendid record of achieve be such a recognition of the prin-- i throughout the county, while quite
H. F. RAYNOI.DS
of
Convention
Nominated for Lieutenant Governor by the Republican
Bernalilb merit and happiness, or wander arter
ciples :.of popular government, with a number have been built under the
Buy Liberty Bonds to acquire:
nii ami
nn,i
.... supervision and master hand of the
One Thousand Delegates Without a Dissenting Vote.
falso gods of socialism and auto- - aeroplanes.
eiiiai junwic in du,
.
f
the rights of others, that the Ger-- j present Superintendent,
Doctor Mc
cracy
Fnr Ciovernor
To those who believe this govern-- '
mans mav not in time to come throw Bride, who by the way is a regular
O. A LARRA7' 'I.O
KEEP HIM ON THE RUN
San Miguel ment as founded under the constitu- it into the waste basket as a mere dynamo, full of pep and energv and
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDE fj&J
on the go all of the time. I attended
Our armies have been steadily:
tion, is preferrable to any Euro- "srrap of paper". So far as the
l ieutenant Governor
are concerned, it must not be and addressed the Dona Ana Counpean concept, and who do not be- forcing the Germans back.
I"
PANKEY
WHITE
HOUSE
THE
BENJAMIN
lieve it should be changed fundamentOn those of us at home rests thej
''peace with a loaf", but a triumph ty Teachers' Institute, and must say,
Santa F" ally, paternalism is dangerous and to
Washington
of the principle that the will of the I have never met a more energetic bodv
duty of keeping a never ending
Mr.
dear
tlw
My
be opposed.
Secretary;
r.tream of supplies pouring to
people, and not that of the ruler, of men and women. They appeared
I am
Secretary of StateMARTINEZ
And the quite alive to the present crisis and
The war has increased the res- front.
pleased to know that despite the unusual burdens imposed
is the law of the land.
MANUEL
schools
the
maintained
have
our
war
their
of
by
the
welfare
the
they
will of the German people must be thoroughly
upon
for
redouble
out
p.ople
is
the time to
Now
embucd with the spirit
Union ponsibility
and otlur agiencies of education so nearly at their normal effiindividual on the part of the govern- - efforts and never give the Hun a
made to conform to the law of na- of cooperation. We held quite a numthis should be continued throughout the war and
That
to
be
never
that
and
can
we
return
must
ciency.
and
catch
his
chance
ment,
tatigbt
breath.
ber
of
to
tions,
they
day and night meetings to
State Auditor
r
that, in so far as the draft law will permit, there should be no
conditions, but this involves
An oversubscription of the Fourth
EDWARD SARGENT
treaty obligations may not he lightly which the patrons turned out in
falling off in attendance in elementary schools, high schools or
Rio Arrilvi adoption of no general or radical Liberty Loan may be the blow from
set aside.
numbers to hear the message
large
collcgis is a matter of the very greatest importance, affecting
That peace can only be obtained from the State Department of Eduwhich the Huns will never recover,
changes.
both our strength in war and our national welfare and efficiency
As helpful aids to winning the war,!
Lets irive it to them double, on"
The rural patrons teemed
State Treasurer
by the absolute surrender of the cation.
will
waf
as
So
continues
is
the
over.
STRONG
there
war
the
when
V
the
soldiers
and
for
long
CHARLES
German armv is clear from an analvs- - most appreciative
instance, giving
defeat after another at the front and
of seeing and
Mor. sailors and h ir dependents insur- - ne Liberty Loan after another at
be constant need of very large numbers of men and women of the
is of the German type of mind. That hearing, for the first time, a represt
indard
ance benefits largely at public cor.t home.
or
is
moral
no
highest and most thorough training for war service in many lines.
force,
there
sentative of the State Department
After the war there will be urgent need not only for trained leaderwas a wise and equitable way to disand wrong, ;n Ger- of Education. Dr. McBride is well
While we have him on the run
of nationalj-ieh- t
Attorney General
O. (). ASK REN
but
civic
social
and
of
in
all
lines
it
the financi.il burden.
life,
has
anothindustrial,
tribute
what
commercial,
make
is
from
chance
manifest
him
to
never
ship
liked
give
many
by all I talked to, and very
Chaves
In the same way it was wise for er stand.
for a very high average of intelligence and preparation on the part
done during and prior to the present popular with his teachers and paI
continue
the
would then fore urge that
the government to enter the field
of all the people.
people
Do your part, buy to the limit.
war.
trons. Everybody spoke well of him
Superintendent of Public Instruction of marine insurance, with the seas
to give generous support to their schools of all grades and that the
The plotting to Germanize- - the and the great work he is doing) in
J. H. WAGNER
conthe
new
to
as
as
as
infested
themselves
ruthless
schools
submarines,
by
wisely
possible
WOULD TEAR UP CONSTITUTION
adjust
world, the utter disregard for treaty behalf of rural education. He is an
Dona Am
a condition of hazard had been proditions to the end that no hoy or girl shall have less opportunity
obligations, the murder and butchery awfully busy man and all admit he
be
Nation
could
the
duced
be
and
not
war
of
a
that
that
war
education
because
the
for
Lands
is
may
Public
by
civilian noncombatants. the enslav- is right on the job as county school,
of
England
alieady experiencing
Commissioner of
measured.
reaction against government ownerNELSON FIELD
strengthened as it caii only be through the right education of all
ing of men and women in occupied superintendent."
These wholly justifiable and neces- ship and control, and even the govSocorro
its people.
"I never realized before what a
territory, the crucifixion of prisonsary steps for strengthening the life ernment investigators themselves are
Cordially and sincerely vours.
ers, the mutilation of men, women beautiful country they have down
de-Commissioner
of th nation and protecting its
i urging a return to private control.
WOOD ROW WILSON.
Corporation
and children; the ravishing of wom- there.
It is really one of the most
fenders and the merchant marine of
J. M. LUNA
Hon. Franklin K. I.ane,
of sub-se- a
Agitators and socialist leaders in
en; the maintenance
productive
spots I have ever seen,
Valencia our country should not be made the this
adcountry are surrcptiously
Secretary of the Interior.
piracy; the recourse to sheer brutal and I marvel at its possibilities should
excuse for general state insurance,
Printed hv Request
vocating socialism and government
ity, cunning, and craft, in manner they ever secure complete drainage.
The radical and ambitious advoc-- I control. They make their appeal to
P. P. CLAXTON,
only accredited to savages, clearly It was a real treat, one to be rememNEW MEXICO LIVE STOCK
ates of socialistic theories are now the foreign-borV. S. Commissioner of Education.
and the radical eledemonstrate that there is no under- bered, going through the immense
If socialism
using the same steps taken by the ment of the country.
lying conitier.ee in Germany to which chile, cantaloupe
and watermelon
the production of coal and government to urge similar assump-- I is the fine
, While
claim it to be.
A MESSAGE FROM ILLINOIS.
an appeal can be made for a world fields, and oh' such corn, stocks
thing
minerals has greatly increased in tion of war risks for all persons why do thev notthey
is
this
ideal
known
force
but
pursue
Nothing
peace.
twelve feet high with two and three
New Mexico during the past decade, engaged directly and indirectly by " ....i
,.i .,..,.....
W
ll
.irt- Tvcry shoot on a stalk of corn is a shot at our Nation's enemies;
rtljll
by the German, and by force he ears oni each stock.
kinds are
Great patches
t'l III II ..,:.i.
and farm products t of all
to the practical business
lie regenerated, if at all.
ever; bead of wheat is a flag of victory; every pound of pork
must
Imonflage
unlnat s VrV Uncle Sam.
of
J
cabbage, tomatoes and a great
An influential member of the Sen- - null and the common-sens- e
increasing in qutwimj
l.eef is a signal of hope to our allies and of distress to our foes.
or
laborers
All
Germans.
of
classes
professors,
abundance
of
other
and
of cattle
vegetables, too
sheep
,arge federa, bur0u f h
year, the raising as
We shall raise armies in vain unless we raise the crops to sustain
students, statesmen, and preachers, numerous to mention.
J
The great
the occupations and a government fund of billions to
still stand out
we
on
battlefields
efficient
the
men
In
have
to
order
armies.
and
control
these
Socialism
have approved of every act of cruel fruit orchards and immense alfalfa
government
which affect the prosperity of the carry risks on all insurable property are directly opposed
brave
In
order
in
cornfields.
the
that
men
the
efficient
milihave
our previous
to
riust
ty ordered or sanctioned by the
fields make a fellow feel he has
people.
connected with agricultural produc- existing form of government.
Tf the
largest number of our
men at the front may bring back victory to us, we must carry food
tary authorities. From the sinking struck a paradise. The farmers and
The greater part of the state has tion and all private munition plants. advocators of socialism
believe it to
and clothing to them.
of
the
of
Lusitania
to
the
impaling
fruit raisers declared they made good
Is not the extension of such poli- be the better form, they should openbeen, is now, and probably always
Thousands of boys in our high schools wdio can not bear arms
babes in Belgium ; from the desola- money this year, and I don't doubt
will be. devoted to the live stock cies to different lines of private in- - ly air, preach and advocate the adopour men to
the
on
line
farm,
in
the
on
help
massacres
can,
of
Poland
the
working
to
by
tion
firing
it. for prosperity was everywhere
industries, and while mat line o. du,,ry beyond the absolute
tion of this form of government
bear our arms, to fight our fight, and to win our victory. Will these
Armenia, there has been only open apparent. But the best is yet to come
has been allowed " n,ti ties and conditions growing out of True progress never comes
hidThe U. S. Boys' Working Reserve
do
their
to
from
volunteer
by
and
part?
encouragement
boys
applause
for the Messilla Valley, for after
for itself in the past, and has thrived
conduct of the
dangerous den paths.
furnishes the call and the new agricultural course furnishes the
the German people.
Nothing of complete drainage is an accomplishwirhriut anv oarticular assistance or and subversive to proper and desir
themselves
and
call
busithis
Will
hear
Our
form
of political,
prepare
fiendsh cruelty has been omitted. ed fact, it will be known as the
they
training camp.
present
when able
I believe they will.
protection, the time is near
permanent government policies? ness and social life may he full of
tc meet it?
And during the last four years of great and most wonderful Messilla
this situation must be changed and
is
Yours
is
it
best
but
the
there
sincerely,
flaws,
horrors not one single voice in pro- Valley. I found a splendid boosting
inwhen, in order to meet the ever and
FRANCIS G. BLAIR,
so Americans believe.
We are all
A LAND OF PROMISE
test has been heard in all Germany. spirit and no grumbling. Everyone
of
demands
competition
creasing
of Public Instruction, Illinois.
No word of condemnation has come
News Bulletin.
willing and anxious to improve our
Superintendent
of
source
apparently doing their bit toward
this
great
improvement,'
It h as been said that New Mex- - methods of life: but to throw over
from these people when medals have winning
the war. Everyone seemingand Drosoeritv must be
At- L
I
somefor
the
and
been
existing
struck,
system
proclaimed,
holidays
present
ly interested in the school business
fostered and promoted by a more
untried
and
diametricalin
of
celebration
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Written
new,
thing
hymns
'
and
backing! the county superinten.,
,.
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A VERY PARTISAN LEAGUE
extensive code of just, beneticial ana.
FOURTH LIBERTY LOAN
memorable only for their excessive dent in his school activities.
nd success ly opposed to the ideas, the history,
No
nvntMti. lesislation.
counand
this
which
known
It has been
the theory upon
ful
brutality.
fwonder they have good school build
The republicans have already re- for agriculture.
founded
the
real
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i
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a
cattleman's
c
Trim
Vnn.P'trficari Inarrna
thinking
try
many .years
irrntu.
To talk of a cessation of hosti'i-tie- s ings with proper facilities.
Dona
and
cognized this changing situationwhich
The mission Of America IS about tO ln :n cr(no-tin tht nnrthwpct anrl
paradise, and with tremendous min- Americans are distinctly opposed to
while representatives of such a Ana County is a real credit and a
have provided the means by
such
action.
be accomplished.
State
eral
resources.
Washington
Its people endeavor to negotiate' for valuable asset to our great state".
is reaching down to Kansas.
this protection is to be provided by There is probably not a state in Weekly.
American soldiers in France are at, eaders
ook forward to winning peace is sheer folly, and would be Educational News Bulletin.
recognizing these industries in the
known
moment
is
less
to
this
the
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that
by
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in
victor'-- .
thethree
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nex,
four
the
or
states
refrittering away
Mex- SOCIALISM AGAINST INDUSTRIES world the reason for America and
placing of competent and able
Our quarrel
elections.
nation-al- , the north and east than New
unconditional surrender anl
gressjonai
Only
their
on
thereof
presentatives
ico.
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get around the ordinance by simply
going outside the city limits and indulging themselves as much as deNEW MEXICO.
sired. The latter is the case in Carlsbad, as games run in San Jose and
trouble results therefrom, as
NEWS' REVIEW much
the justice court can hardly ever
secure a conviction, so ambiguous is
the wording of the law. If the coming .session of the legislature does
BERNALILLO
nothing else, it should place the old
law against gambling on the statute
books again, and sec to it that no
Sorrices
Air
Open
joker creeps in which will nullify
The usual Sunday scrvicei of the it, as is the case at present. CarlsImmaculate
coii",rep;a-tioConception
bad Argus.
were held, according to an anDr.
nouncement made by the Rev.
Alfalfa hay shipments last week
Mandalari laM Saturday, but they were made by Will Ed. Carter and
were held in the open air, on the
Brothers, the hay being shiplawn, surrounding the church and ped to Texas points. Carlsbad Curin
of
the
instead
residence,
pastoral
rent.
church. This change was made owing to the presence of Spanish inis in splendid shape
The cotton
fluenza in the city. Albuquerque at this time, gin
although it is not runJournal.
ning this week, as cotton is opening
very slowly. However, with the limCHAVES
ited run already made they are twelve
bales ahead of the run on this date
last year. Carlsbad Current.
Prairie Dogs Must Co
M. R. Kirklcy has just returned
One of the cases heard by Judge
from a trip to the Turkey Track Richardson
last week was that of J.
ranch where he and his helpers have F.
Rarey vs. the A. T. & S. F Railbeen treating 28o,000 aires of range
company, wherein Mr. Rarey
for the destruction nf prairie dogs. way
sued for damages to a shipment of
Roswell News.
cattle to Kansas City last winter.
Judgment was rendered in favor of
A Grain Producer
Mr. Rarey for $750 Carlsbad Argus.
Very few people realize that Chaves
is
a
grain
becoming
country
county
Employes of the local railway ofto no small extent. Figures avail- fice
and trainmen last week subable (and not all in) show already scribed
than $1200 of the
there have been threshed in Chaves Fourth for more
Liberty Bond issue. Carlsbad
9
county: 1.692 bushels of oats;
bushels of wheat; 2.687 bushels Argus.
of barley; 1.150 bushel
of speltz.
GRANT
These are government figures prepared by the threshers, and the season's total will be greater when the
Mogollon Mining Activities
threshers get through.
0
Socorro Mining Co. produced
Figure the cost of this stuff and
ounces of gold and silver bullion
one will see that it is no small item. for
The mill is treating
Then again some 300 cars of apples aboutSeptember.
200 tons per day. Very few
will be shipped from the Chaves counchanges have had tn be made in
ty district this year; this means a starting up the plant.
net profit to the grower of some
The first orders have been placed
$100,000 plus a $50,000 which was paid for the new surface
tramway of the
out for labor in the orchards.
Oaks Co. This will run from the new
Not only all that but 2500 cars of Central shaft to tram line of the Soalfalfa which means a million dol- corro Mining and Milling Co., a dislars to the farmers.
tance of 1200 feet. Counter balanced
Take into consideration the other skids will be used and has a capacity
and
will
one
admit
have
to
crops
of 75 tons in 8 hours. Ores mined by
that the farming industry in the val- this company from Maud S, Deep
ley does amount to a great deal.
Down. Eberle and Clifton Mines will
Roswell Star.
hi handled by this tramway. In the
meantime burros will continue to be
Many Apples Being Shipped
ore Silver City
ued for
Twenty-on- e
cars of apples hav Enterprise. moving
been shipped from Hagerman this
season, and seven more cars are now
The Last Chance Mine under Mr.
being loaded, some of which were Hasil Prescott as manager hopes to
shipped out. The shipments this year have the 50 ton Mill in full blast by
will tall considerable short of our Nov. 1st. They have begun drilling
high record, but the prices which are this week.
prevailing will probably bring the rePrescott is also repairing
turns from the crop close to the theManager
Viola Mine to get ready to
maximum. Hagerman Messenger.
it. Lordsburg Liberal.
n

25,-00-

E. C. Jackson setit 63 boxes of apples to Roswell to be put in cold
storage this week. These apples were
grown in Mr. Jackson's orchard in
the north part of town Lake Arthur
Times.

COLFAX
Professor

E. D. Smith, State Suof Vocational Agriculture
Department of Education, gave an
interesting talk before the High
School yesterday, during the AssemRaton Reporter Sept.
bly period.

pervisor

20, 1918.

CURRY
New High School Building
The last week of August the Clovis
high school was dedicated with appropriate exercises. It was made a
day of great educational inspiration
not only for the city of Clovis, but
for the entire county as well. Early
in the morning on Friday, the dedication day, people from the remote
corners of the county found their
way to Clovis and when the exercises opened in the morning at
the auditorium was well filled
and in the afternoon when the building was formally turned over to the
community the auditorium was crowded to capacity. The principal speaker outside of the state was Professor
Morgan of Tennessee and other
speakers from within the state were
also present and contributed to the
We expect to be able to.
program.
publish a picture of the new building
with some of the transportation cars
that brought the pupils from the rural
districts mto Clovis on that day.
The Clayton high school was formally dedicated the last of September with exercises in the evening with
Professor Chamberlain presiding and
Attorney Woodward and County Superintendent H. H. Errett as the principal speakers. This building is vety
much like the Clovis high school and
both buildings represent a considerable outlay of money in the structure
State
as well as in the equipment.
Superintendent Wagner has examined carefully the plans and specifications of the building and has had the
these. build-- '
pleasure of inspecting dedication
and
ings just prior to their
he regards them as among the best
in
state.
the
nigh school buildings
Educational News Bulletin.

Powerful Radio Outfit Captured
Deputies Jeff Brooks and Charles
St. John, of Tyrone, are responsible
for the capture in Tyrone of a powerful radio receiving outfit which was
being carried around the country by
a man who' gives the name of B.
G. Fnrman and who is believed to be
a German sympathizer.
Furman was spotted as a suspicious
character on his arrival in Tyrone
several weeks ago where he obtainHe was
ed work as a machinist.
kept under surveillance by the officers there but nothing sufficiently
strong to warrant his arrest developed. When a suspicious looking express parcel arrived for him sbortly
after he had prine to Hanover the
officers seized it. Securely packed
in this box was the receiving out
fit. It had evidently been constructed by Furman but was efficient when
tried out. The possession of wireless outfits by private' individuals
is not permitted at this time and
the department of justice ordered
Furman's arrest. Furman was arrested in Hanover by Ray Grayson
of the Mounted Police. Silver City

Enterprise.

ten-thir-

DE BACA
Lot of Swswt Stuff

F. S. Black has made nearly five
hundred gallons of sorghum molasses
this season. He Isold 300 gallons to
He is only partly
one customer.
through boiling. Fort Sumner Re-

view.

EDDY

GUADALUPE
Judge Harbin is having a lot of
Gramma grass cut and put up for
hay, which is said to surpass alfalfa
for feed. Cuervo Clipper.
Ben Ferguson has purchased the
Cunningham Garage; and he will
later move his blacksmith tools, etc.
in that building, and will have a
garage and blacksmith shop combined Cuervo Clipper.

child of Mr.
The
and Mrs. Henry Crockett was badly
hurt near Coffin's Tank last Sun
wagon
day when he fell oft a loaded
in front, and the wagon ran over
to
child
ISim.
They, carried the
Roswell for medical treatment. The
doctors found it badly bruised, but
three-year-o-

ld

sio bones broken.

The department of agriculture has
written Dt. Smith that they will
tend a man here to investigate the
cases of alkali poisoning in about
two weeks. Dr. Smith will be glad

to

have stock owners see him about

the matter any time. Carlsbad
rent.

Cur-

Wants Jok.r Takes) Out
The lack of a law against gambling is causing the authorities of this
and other cities of the state no end
of trouble. Of course, in cities there
ia generally an ordinance against
gambling, but those who desire can

NOTICE

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

MEXICO

PUBLICATION

FOR

OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS

GUADALUPE COUNTY
4

Office

the

of

Commissioner of Public
Sants Fe, New Mexico.

Lands,
any and all

ight to reject
i aaid talc.

bid

offered

Notice is hereby given that purauant to
the provisions of sn Act of Congress aplaws of the
1910, th
proval June 20th,
State of New Mex-co- ,
and rules and regulations of the Stale Land Office, the
Commiasioner
of Public Landa will offer for
lease for the mininir for. and eviration nf
Wilncaa my haod and the official aeal oil and
at
auction to the higheat
i the State Land Office of the Slate oi bidder gai,Nine public
at
o'clock. A, M., November
Nr Mexico, thia nintsttrti Ha nf An oris at 21st,
1918, in the town of Santa Rosa, Coun
.
-- DV,KM
ty ol Guadalupe, State of New Mexico, in
front of the court houae therein, the
Commissioner of Public Lands,
deacribed lands,
Slate of New Mexico
Firat Publication Auguat 23, 1918.
Sals No. L-- l.
Lota , 4, SKNW, NWK
Last Publication November 1, 1918.
SW14, SEW, Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2: SWX, Sec
3; SE7I, KEtISYVV,, Lota 1. 2, &c. 4; NEK
at nuhlic aala to the highest bidder at
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SEJ4, Lots 3, 4, Sec. 9; AY of Sections 10.
9 o'clock A. M., on Friday, November 8th,
11,
NEX, SJ4NWK,
NYVMNWU. Sec
S'5,
1V18,
in the town ol Clayton, county oi
,
Sec. 13; All ol Sec-- . 14; NEyi, Sec.
12;
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
I'ninn. State nf New Mexico, in front of
Sec.
15;
1,
Lola
2,
des16;
the
K'jSEM. Sec. 23;
following
the court house thereint
NiiXWJf, Sec. 24; T. 11 N R. 23 E Lots
PUBLIC LAND SALE
cribed tracts of land, via:

TORRANCE
The bridge gang is herethis week
making some improvements around
Beans in Spite of Drouth
the depot. Logan Leader.
Clint Welch was over from ProSals No. 1JS1
SEtfSWH, SWMSF.tf, Sec.
Considerable street grading, is be- gress last Monday. Mr. Welch re 9; S'jSEX, Sec. 10; SWNVVX, Sec. 14;
Sec. 15; All of
SjSEtf,
W,,
ing done in Tueumcari and the east ports his bean crop this year to be SE'AXEM,
Sec. 16; WWNF.V. d'WX, NSWH, E'jSEJi,
and west streets put in condition to about 8,000 pounds, which he con- sec.
sec
u; ivwjjswa, ore.
a; mvsw,
turn water instead of becoming lakes siders pretty good when he got but .lo; NNE!4,
SEji.NEtf, NEKSE& Sec. 27;
1920.00 acres.
R.
22
30
T.
N.,
E.,
containing
works
each
The
rain.
water
after
very little rain. Willard Record.
The improvements consist of fencing and
bonds have been sold at a good
reservoir, value $1,600.00.
figure to a Denver firm and that 38,000 Pounds of Pintos
S'AS'i, Sec. 6; T. 25 N..
Frank Sandusky, successful farmer R Sale30 No. I1S2
part of the program will go through
There
E., containing ioO.'fl acrea.
without any further trouble. Tucum - and bean king of the Kstancia val- - are
no improvements on this tract.
cari News.
ley, has gathered his crop and start
1303
WVJNEX, Sec. 18, T. 25
ed threshing beans this week. Frank SaleR. No.
31 E
N.,
containing 80.00 acrei. There
Tueumcari was visited by three fires is one of the few dry farmers in are
no improvements on this tract.
this week, all of them coming within the county who are not complaining
WV4. Sec. 14; N!4, SWtf,
Sale No. IM4
he first about poor crops this year, in fact,
twenty-fou- r
hours time.
SEtfSEU, Sec. 15; .A, EWNV
was the two frame store buildings the Sanduskys never complain at all, W.,SE!4,
R. 32 E., containing
Sec. 22; T. 26 N
west of Goldenberg's big store. These as they always go over the top with 1320.00 acres. There are
improvements
on
this
tract.
were practically destroyed. Most of farm products.
Frank says it takes
Mrs. Ressner's household goods were elbow grease and a firm determina- - Sala
SWtfSEVa, Sec. 9; T. 28
saved but the room occupied by the tion. to obtain good results.
The N., R. 35 E., containing 40.00 actea. There
on mis tract.
no
arc
100
JH.fWO
improvements
is
from
Mexican pool hall where the fire yield
acres
pounds
ol beans.
illard Kecord.
All of Section 1; EH,
Sale No. 1JSS
started, was a total loss.
About noon the residences of Chas.
SWtf, SEUNWtf, Lots 3, 4, Sec. 2; All of
A three cornered real estate deal Sections 3, 4, 5; Kyi, Sec. 8; NJ4, Sec. 9;
Hill, near the railroad, caught on fire
N'ASEy,, SEtfSEtf, Sec. 10: 117a, Ntf
it is supposed from a defective flue, was closed this week where by John N'A,
SWX. SEWS", SES4. Sec. 11; N54, SWli,
and but little of the household goods Gloss secured title to the C. J. Eg- - Sec. 12; NJ4NE,, SEtfNEtf, NEJ4NWJ?.
14; T. 26 N., R. 35 B., Lots 5, 6, 7,
were saved.
gleston quarter, joininff his home Sec.
Sec. 6; Lot 1, Sec. 7; T. 26 N., R. 36 E.,
That night about 9:.10 another fire stead and H. J. Fincke gets the 200 wi&W74,
aec. j; ah oi sec. t; c.tnK.ft,
broke out in the shack south of the acres joining his holdings, known as Sec. 5: N'A. NvVtfSWW. E'lSZH. Sec. 9
NWKNWM, Sec. 10: SWSE,,. Sec. 14; S'4
Glenrock Hotel. Near this a pile of the Harry House place. Moriarty S'A,
Sec. 15: E4, StfNVV,,, SW7,. Sec. 16;
bear grass also was set on fire and M essenger.
SEtfNEH, SF.WSWX, SE'4, Sec. 17; E'A,
S7SNW7,. SW7,, Sec. 19; All of
NEX.NWJf,
was
a
result.
The
blaze
the
quite
Sections 20, 21, 22. 23; SW74NE7,, SiNW'M,
fire department soon had it under
UNION
S'A, Sec. 24; SVSNW7., SWJ4, Sec. 25; All
control and saved it from spreading.
of Sections 26, 27; Nyi, SWt, NE74SE74.
Sec. 28: All ol Sectiona 29. 30. 32. 33. 34.
1 ucumcari News.
Wli
..L. '35. 36: T. 27 N.. R. 35 E.. ESSWii.
l, ,t
Me
J. N. Gullion hauled lime for the who lu es southeast of town thresh- S.c asfT. 27 N. "r ii E.,' wii
F.ndee school house, which has the ed out KO.fJ ) pounds til beans off SW4, .SPISW. SWJSKM. Sec. .1.1; T. 28
R. 35 fc., Containing
19,322.68 acres. The
r!:t t irtn entnnlnlr roa.K llOO acres, making all .IVlTacC of
rnnrro fnun
'
iniprovrmcnia connat ol fencing, value s,.
... ' i u.
W,.
that
t
,u,
Z...
.1.
!...
.... .1,.
.....
,
1, ..w l ..
'v
tV.W,
......n,
the record for the county. lies
building to be
high, four
Sale No. 1307
SWNE!i Sec. 4; T. 14
rooms on the ground floor and one Moines Swastika.
N.. R. 32 E.. cont.iinina 40.00 acrea. There
are no improvement! on this tract.
large room on the top floor. Tin
Tom Honey, of FoUom. has a great So bid on llle above described tracts ol
structure to cost $10001) when comwill be accepted for less than Five
crop of alfalfa, oats, corn and his land
plete. Glenrio Tribune.
Dollars (55.00) per acre, which is the ap
orchard and vegetables show ini- - rtr:,ierl
vulne thereof, and in addition theretnt'llse vttl'ls. L alihage is lieing pick-- j to the successful bidder must pay fur the
ROOSEVELT
'led by the hundreds. Sauerkraut has improvements lhat exist on the land.
-- Dcs
Moines! E,ch o lhe tboM described tracts will
be.,i0
A. G. WiKon recently sold a bunch
he oflered tor aale separately.
of twenty-fiv- e
or more cows to the
Lot 2, Sec. 2; T. 25 N
Sale No. 1308
I.
Elida
brothers.
Texas
of
Decatur,
Enterprise.
Cloppert
Killough,
R. 33 E., containing 39.77 acres.
There sre
No bad
on this tract.
was in lies Aloines last week pure I) - no improvements
the above deacribed tract of land will
H. B. Lucas of Elida recently asing wheat for a nulling company
for
be
less
$10.00 per acre.
than
accepted
at I)ecair. We understand that he
bought a nice bunch of calves.
purchased several car loatls and that The shove sale of land will be subject
of
Will Cryer sold two car loads
the price paid was from $1.'X) to to the following terms snd conditions,
vis:
.95. Des Moines Swastika
has
last
he
$1
week.
bear grass
Says
the best feed crop he has raised in
The successful bidder must pay to the
the nine years he has farmed in! W. R. Rurrage has
tin Commissioner of Public Landa or nilof agent
the
such
ssle,
holding
New Mexico. Elida Enterprise.
land of West & Harvcv north of puce
offered by him for the land, four
Folsotn containing 2000 acres.
cent interest in sdvance for the balance of such uprchase price, fees for sdWork is progressing nicely on our
and appraisement and all costs
IN
school .building, NEW SUPERINTENDENTS
new consolidated
each and
incidental to the sale
Chas. Allen has the building con
PRINCIPAL TOWNS OF STATE all of said amounts muatherein,
be deposited in
at
the time
ash
certified
or
is
exchange
tract. The well
completed and
and which said amounts and sll
The following are names of some ofd sale
equipped with a new windmill, ami
them are aubiect
to forfeiture 'o the
the grounds are surrounded with a of the new Superintendents for this S'.He of New Mexico, it the successful
bidder does not execute s contract within
good fence. Now we hope to see year :
thirty days after it has been mailed to
some trees put out. Elida; EnterRoy I.. White. Tyrone; U. O. Andhim by the State Land Office, said conerson, Tueumcari; Frank C. Spencer. tract to provide that the purchaser may
prise.
of not less
Atec; Thos. N. Russell. Chatna : W. at his option makeof payments
ninety-fivper cent
Pleas. Hopkins has begun cutting X. Menson. Melrose; Mrs. A. Mc- - thanthe
'purchaae price at any time after,
his feed crop. Says it is not as good Gowan. Taos : Arnold Garlick. Duran of
the sale snd prior to the expiration ol
as he lias had some years but he J H. Kavs. Texico; J. H. Dowilcn, thirty years from the date of the contract arid to provide for the payment of
has quite a lot, and his stock ts Helen.
any unpaid balance at the expiration ol
coming off the grass hog fat, so he-ithirty years from the date of the connot complaining. Elida Enterprise.
Kevv Mexico is the twentieth State tract 'with interest on deferred payments
of four per cent per annum
to. adopt the county unit for school at the rate
in advance on the anniversary of
administration. In 1915 the county payable
SAN MIGUEL
the date of the contract, partial payments
was made the unit for taxation, and to be credited on the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following the
the legislature of 1917 made the
Break Bond Record
for administrative pur- - date of tender.
the
unit
ty
Having the enviable record of sell- - ,,oses also
c,avs state Supt. J. H.
The above sale of land will be subject
mg the- largest amount of bonds Wanner: "Thus we have. the coun-i- n to valid existinn rizhts. easements, riahts
of
and reservations.
one day of any of the women
,y boar(. of education., which has Theway Commissioner
of Public
Lands or
committees working in the entire
f ,u, ,n,,tv rhr,r,l
a a
agent holding such sale reserves thi
state of New Mexico belongs to Mrs. whole. This is a most wise provision, his
to reject any and all bids offered
right
Charles Spiess and Mrs. William as it centralizes the administration"! at ssid ssle.
Gortner of Las Vegas. Working in of the
Possession under contracts of sale for
schools. It has stopthe above described tracts will be given
the old town of Las Vegas these two ped allcountry
financial leaks and better on
or before October 1st, 19W.
ladies set a record that will lie hard
teachers arc being employWitness my hand and the official seal
for other committees to equal. The qualified
ed. It is a great deal more economiof the State Land Office of the State of
first day of the loan drive they took cal, as all counties are now required New Mexico, this twelfth day of August,
1911.
subscriptions amounting to $19100, to work under the
system."
ROBT. R. ERVIEN
which is nearly 10 per cent of the U. S. School Life. budget
Commissioner of Public Lands,
entire amount that San Miguel counState of New Mexico
First Puhlicstion August 16, 1911.
a.
ty has been called upon to subscribe.
18. 1911.
October
Last
Publication
Las Vegas Optic.

under

coatracta of sale foi
he above de act ibrd iracia will be giver
the luccciifu. bidder on aigning the cod
tract.
Q

-

of
Office
Landa,

Sale No.

Lots

.

,u

two-stori-

,l.

!.,

,e.
-

1

pun-hate-
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CLASSIFIED

LEA

STATE

HELP WANTED.

NOTICE

n

Some Lion Killers
killed another WOODS AND SAW MILL HELP WANTED
Albert
Johnson
Mrs. Eperson has a splendid gar- mountain
his ranch on the -- Wc want 75 men tn work in sawmills,
lion
den this fall. Some days she sells headwaters of at
the Animas one dav
camps and to make hewn ties, min$20 worth of vegetables.
Lovington last week. This makes the 132nd, logging
ing props, etc., at Velarde, New Mexico.
Good wages and desirable living quartera.
Leader.
lion Mr. Johnson and two sons have Come prepared to go to work.
FEDERAL TIE & LUMBER CO
the past five years.
Ed. Love started prairie dog de- killed during
Velarde, New Mexico.
Advocate.
Sierra
in
Graham
the Johnny
struction
Besides
PERSONAL
Capt.
pasture Wednesday.
-SOCORRO
Love there was included in the squad
Send dime,
YOUR FUTURE FORETOLD:
such men as Lieut. C. H. Arnold,
for
reliable, conbirthdate
truthful;
age,
Sergeant Buck Pruitt and J. W. Janes
A. D. Smith, formerly prin- vincing trial reading. Mazcl Hause, P. O.
Prof.
acting as chief of the quartermaster's
of the Melrose schools is now Box, im Los Angeles, Cal.No.
department to do the cooking., lov- cipal
of the schools at MARRY IF SINGLE for sure marriage best
Superintendent
ington Leader.
years.
Magdalcna.
largest in the Country established 13
Thousands Honorable Wealthy members
12
of
head
both sea, Strictly
Buster James bought
marriage,
Early
Wishing
the
of
B.
Gunter
Prof.
formerly
J.
Confidential liat free.
steers from Flemings last week. State School
.
of Mines is now located The Old Reliable Club, 732 Madison,
Buster begsni steer buying this fall
Calti.-N- o.
Arizona Normal
northern
the
at
by the dozen.
School at the head of the science
ARE YOU SINGLET Would you mar
Jim Simpson who ranches near department
if suited ? Let me find your ideal
ry
Scott, was, in town the first of the Cattle
ibsolute satisfaction; Many wealth)
Shipment
and
is
week. Jim raises thorobreds
con
Ben Gooch shipped out eight car wishing marriage; honorable free
said to have the best bull in Lea
descriptions
loads of .cattle Tuesday and will fidential; members
Box-75Calif
7
Oakland
county.
have forty car loads on the track Mrs. CappeL
on the fifteenth if he can get the -- No. Hi
y
LINCOLN
cars. This shipment goes to Holly- NEW FAIRMOUNT MATERNITY
Hps
wood, Colorado, where they will be PITAL tor confinement; prices reasonable,
babies adopted. Write
market. Magdalena News.
fed
lor
ior
work
board;
may
SM Thoroughbreds
for booklet, Mrs. T. B. Long, 4911 E. J7tk
.
Co.
The Carrizozo Live Stock
Kansas City, Me. Me. &
Lamb Shipment
Big
h I
one
closed
A.
have
Lahan
and
J.
just
week
the
of
last
fore
The
part
of the largest cattle deals that has Montosa
DRUG AND LIQUOR HABITS treated by
five
shipped
company
the most humane aed scientific methods
been launched in this locality for a cars and Sheep
N. U..
on Saturday followed up at
Magdalena Hospital, Magdalena,
long time. They have bought what with seven cars. All were sold to Address
all communications to Dr. n. J
nera, ot F. J. Pittman and the lambs went Abernathy. P. O. Bos
ts known as the
over 800 h$ad of fine Hereford catIowa points where they will be MARRY IF LONELY; lor results try see.
tle. The sale netted for the own- to
for market. This is the first of best snd most successful "Home Maker",
fed
and
ers of the herd over $32,000.00
soon; strict
lamb shipments for this hundreds rich wish marriage
Magdalena's
be
finest
the
said
to
are
moat reliable jjrears ol ex
the cattle
season but other shipments will fol- ly confidential;
free. "The Success
Carriin
descriptions
seen
this
ever
locality.
type
low rapidly. The lamb crop i not Serience; Mrs. Purdie, Bos 554, Oakland.
zozo Outlook.
245 211.
as heavy as' usual and prices hardly Calif.-as high as last year, still the lamb WIDOW. 36. WORTH $37.01)0, income $5,000
MORA
to marry.
crop will bring in thousands of dol- J early, and many others anxious
Ira. Warn. 221654 Temple St. Los Angeles,
lars to the county. Magdalena News. CaL
No.
- l
Woman Equal to Any Emergency
MARRY. RICH widows and maidens want
Miss Annabell Leatherman, Deputy 1M Ga to Powder Plants
husbands. Old as 60 invited.
amiable
kindly,
17
more
left
r
Thirty-fivMagdalcna Messenger Club, Box 54. Los Angeles. CaL
Postmaster at Roy and a girl of
they -2- 46 2U.
years, accompanied a company of re- for Nashville, Tennessee, where
Du Pont
in
the
will
work
to
to
munition
go
cruits for the
factories,
Worth $12,000.
25,
SOUTHERN LADY.
Raton last week when it was im- munition works at that place. One Would Marry. H Box 35, League, Toledo.
thirty-nin- e
this
date
M.
week
to
Ohio.
to
P.
for
go
Johnson
prior
possible
or get a mam to go for him. Miss left Magdalena for thrs point, making
Handsome French lady, 21, worth
Leatherman managed them nicely a total for the town of seventy-fiv- e
to marry honorable
and delivered them to the squad mo- that have Bone from here. Socorro $125,000. Anxious
bilized there1 without losing any of county has tent in the past three gentleman. Mrs. Warn. 22164 Temple
them. Another evidence that women weeks over one hundred worker ior St. Lot Angeles, CaL
lOL-- No.

No.

OF NEW MEXICO
FOR

PUBLIC

PUBLICATION

LAND

the

-

c..

in.

Uivtii

MrtCE'i

c...

-

'

Sale No. 1J1
SWUNEtf, NWjsJSE
Ser 4, T M N B M. V
Ml,.
acrea. There are no improvements on tli.i

,ract

Sale No. 1311
KESEM, See. 4; T. 2t
N., R. 26 E., containing 40.00 acres. There
are no improvements on this trsct.
Sala No. 1J
Sec
SI'iSWM, SWJ4SEH,
W'AfiE'A, NEW(NWK, NSEM, Sec. 9.
27 N., R. 24 E.,
containing 3.U00 acrea
The improvements consist of well, windmill, tanks and fencing, value $343.00.
4;
T.

S

ti

einini
improvements 00

24

arc no

Sale No.
.V, K. iW

K

Puhlit

Ssnta Fe, New Mexico,
that pursuant
Notice
is hereby
Act
to the provisions
gresa, approved June 20th, 1910, the laws
of the State of New Mexico, snd the rules
fice4. thVcomml.sioner'ol Public tXl. will

u?

:l'C9r
M,!eo.0Thur.da?h November
14th. 1918, in the town of Socorro, County
of Socorro, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tracta of land. Tlx:

19

E., NEJ4.

Sale No.
NViSW'4. NWMSEti, Sec
8; All of Sec. IS; T. 8 X., K. 20 E. SI'.'.,
NEW. N!iSF.'i, N',.SWH. SWKSWJi, S' .
NW;.4, Sec. 25; S'AKE'4, S'-lSiNW?, See.
26; SH. See. 27; SEJ4. Sec. 28; T. 8 N .
19
R
36;
E, All of Sec.
SE'4,
NKSWja.
NW, Sec. 32: T. 11 X., R. it E.,' All of
Sec. .16; T. 11 N., It. 23 E . comprising 2434.M
acres, designated as four sections.
No bid will he accepted for less than
an annual rental of $1110.110 per section tor
said lands.
Lease will be made in substantial conformity will, i .mi of oil and
iras le.ise on file in the office of the Commissioner of ublic Lauds, copy of which
will be furnished on applirati' 11. At time
if loddinif
the successiol bidder will be.
rcnured to pay the Commissi ner of Ful,l
Lands the amount of ti;e firvear's rental
the cost of adver;ising and exoffered,
nses incidental thereto.
,ssessinn will
c
.titra. t of lease i
given as soon aa
executed by t lie successful Sidder, wince
must be wit'in thirty days from date ef
010 in oroer to avonl
lorleiture ol ngl s
.ml all moneys paid.

r

itness my hnnd ari l the ..fficial s a.
lhe State Laud Office of the Slate of New
r,
l'd.
Mexico, this third day of
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of 1'iihlic Lands,
S'ate of New Mexico,
Publication Sept. 6. 1118.
first
I
ast Publication Nov. 15, 1918.
W

.,

OF NEW MEXICO

STATE

' Th.
this tract.

Ti?i'

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLIC

PUBLICATION

LAND

SALE

SEHSEK, Sec. 5; T. 2.'
CURRY COUNTY
t., contuinmu 40.00 acn
proviiiunls consist of stone house, shed
I'll
.f
of the
Office
,inl cistern, value $1U00.00.
'omn,!ttinni:r
Lands,
fio hid on the above describe. I tracts 01
New Mixico.
S.mta
land will lie accented lor lest than HVI
DOLLARS
t$5.U0j
per acre, which is the
Notice is hirthy irivin that pursuant
and
value
thereof
addltiot
in
appraised
.. . .
. the
,1, ......
iroisions of an Act ot Cnress ap,1.. .f..i u..i.i.
June 2fith, Mill, tin- laws of
r lne improvements thai exist on th, prove,
of iV'W Mexico, ami rules and retrt la- State
an.l.
lions of the Mate Land tlniee. the t e
Each of the above described tract. ..1 tnissioner of I'll!) lie Lands will offer
sale to the highest bid.ler at n
public
l,e offered for aal separately.
o'clock, A. M., on Tue!.,Iay, December 17 th.
in
of
lhe town of Clovis,
1'1S,
County
The above aale ol land will be aubjeci
State of New Mexico, in front
- followina
10
terms and conditions Curry,
the court house therein, the following d
vie.:
for the land
selected for tht cribetl tracts of laud, viz.:
Except
Santa fe and Grant County Railroad Bono
All of Sections 6, 7, 18,
Sale No. 1316
fund, the successful bidder must pay tt E'i. Sic. 19; T. 5 N., R. 36 E All of Sec.
the Commissioner of Public Lands or hit 36;
T. 6 N., R. 35 E , All of Sec. 31; T.
oi
airent holding auch sale,
R. 36 E., containing
3522.00 acres.
the price offered by him for the land 6Tin-X.,
improvt ment s consist ot 4 houses,
four per cent cent interest in sdvance tot
chicken
house,
sheds,
barn,
cellar,
garage,
the balance of such purchase price, feei
3 wells and windmills, fencing, an 1
for sdvertising and appraisement and ali corrals, value
$12,075.00.
plowing,
costs incidental to the sale herein, eacl
and all of aaid amounts must be deposit
bid on the above described tracts
ed in caah or certified exchange at the of Noland
will be accepted for less than
time of sale and which aaid amounts sno FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00i
per acre, which is
u nf them are aubiect to forfeiture to the
thereof r.nd in advalue
the
appraiseil
State of New Mexico, if the aucceasfui dition thereto the
bidder must
successful
bidder doea not execute s contract with pay for the
improvements that exist on
,n thirty daya alter it haa been maileo the land.
to him by lhe State Land Office, aatu
contract to provide that the purchasei
The above sale of land will be subject t.j
may at his opuun make payments of noi the following terms and
n litions, viz.;
ol ninety five pei
less than
cent nf the purchase price at any titm
The surressful bid.ler must pty to she
of thirty yeari, from the date of the con I'ouimissi
r of Public
Lands or his ag. nt
tract and to provide for lhe payment ot holding '" (l s.ile,
of the
any unpaid balance at the expiration oi price
offered by linn for the land, four per
thirty years from the date of the con cent interest m advance b.r the balance
after the sale and prior to the expiratioi nf such purchase price, fees for advertistract with interest on deferred payments ing and appraisement and all costs inciat the rate of lour per cent per annuo, dental
to the sale herein, each and all ot
payable in advance on the anniversary o said amounts must be deposited in cash
the date of the contract, partial paymenti or certified exchange at the time of sale
to be credited on the anniversary of tht and which said amounts and all of them
thr are .sttbjtct to
date nf the contract next following
to the State of
date of tender,
New Mexico, if the stiecessmt bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
The sale of land selected for the Sants after it has been mailed
to him by the
Fe and (jrant County Railroad Bond Func Slate Land Office, aaid contract lo provide
will be aubiect
to the above terms snr lhat the purchaser may at his option makr
of
conditions except that the successful bid payments of not less than
tier must pay in cash or certified ex ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase price
oi at any time after the sale and prior to the
change at the time of aale
the purchaso price offered by him foi
of thirty years from the date
the land four ncr cent interest in sd expiration
of the contract and to provide for the
vance for the balance of such purchss payment of any unpaid balance at the exprice snd will be required to execute s piration of thirty years from the date of
contract providing for the payment of tht the contract with interest on deferred payis ments at the rate of four per cent per
such
balance of
purchaee
price
thirty equal annual instalments with in annum payable in advance on the anniver-aarof the date of the contract, partial
teres! on sll deferred payments at th
rate of four per cent per annum in ad payments to be credited on the anniversary
vance, paymenta and interest due on Octo of the date of the contract next following
'
ber 1st, of each yesr.
the date of lender.
1314

The strove sale of land will be aubjeci
to valid existing rights, eaaements, righti
of way and reaervations.
nt Ptihlir Landa n.
Th fnmmiKinn.r
j
agrnt holding such sale reserves th
and all bids offerett
to
any
right
reject
at ssid sale.
under
Possession
contracts of sale for thr
above described tracta will be given os
or before October firat, 1919.
Witness my hand and the official aea
of the State Land Office of the State o
New Mexico, thia aeventeenth day of Auguat
P. ERVIEN,
Public Landa
State of New

ROBERT
Commissioner
of

Sec. 2; T. 9 N.. R.

4,

NEjjSEK. EKNWK, Sec. 7; T. 8 N.( R. ji
E., All of Sections 2, 16; T. 8 N., R. M
E., comprising 65b3.95 acres, designated as
ten sections, but 110 more than eight sections will be included in any one lease,
contract.

f

1918.

SALE

Commisaioner

Publt

Sec. 25; K'A, SWX, EjSEM
11; E'ASm.
Sec. 36; T. 31 N., R. 27 E., E14SWK, SEy4
Sec. 33; Syi, Sec. 34; T. 32 N., R. 27 E.
containing 2280.08 acrca, of which 547.48 acrei
were aelected for the Santa Fe and Grant
The improvef'ounty Railroad Bond
ments consist of reservoir, plowing and
fencing, value $2,600.00.

SOCORRO COUNTY
Office
nf
Lands,

130S

2, 3, Sec.

cu'iCE-i--

-

t&i

of

S54SWM, SEtf, SEtfNEv,
2; SVSSEX, 'NEJ4SE'4, .';
Lot 4, Sec. 3; Lota I. 2, NtfSEH,
NW,
Sec. 4; i SWNEtf,
FEMNVVU, NEtfSWK

1

fl

Commissioner

the

Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Notice
is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of
approved June 20th, 1910, the law
nf the State of New Mexico, and the rutea
and rcguiationa of the State Land Ol
of Public Lands will
fice, the Commisaioner
offer at public aale to the higheat biddet
at 9 o'clock, A. M., on Saturday, No
vember 9th, 1918, in the town of Raton.
County of Colfax, State of New Mexico, is
front of the court house therein, the
following described tracts of Isod vis:

-

r,nn,J

2, 3,

1,

COLFAX COUNTY

-

Cc-m-

Child Badly Hurt

STATE OF NEW

are equal to any emergency and this plant, and also a number to
entitled to equality in the govern- other government works.
ment they fight for as readily as the
men. Roy Spanish American.
Boy Scouts Medals
At the Casino last Saturday night,
A very fine article on the Wagon after the pictures, which were Boy
FreW.
Scouts
Mound Schools of which
pictures, entitled "My Own
mont Osborn is Superintendent ap- United States," the War Medals were
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Paul Foss and Allie
peared in the Wagon Mound Panta-grap- h presented.
Mactavish were the winners in this
of September 12, 1918.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
camp, and were duly presented with
PUBLIC LAND SALE
the Boy Scouts War Medal, an emOTERO
blem of war work and efficiency.
UNION COUNTY
It was learned at this meeting that
The Tularosa Mescalero road ap- over $80,000,000 worth of Third Office ol the Commiuioner of Public
Lands,
propriation of $32,000 (half county Liberty Bonds were sold by the Boy
and half Indian) has been approved Scouts and over 35,020 medals awardNotice is hereby given that pursuant lo
and work is to start about Decem- ed. The War Service medals award- the provisions of an Act of Congress spof the
ber I. Tularosa Tribune.
ed are a mark of honor and the two proved June 20th, 1910, the laws and
Stale of New Mexico, and rules
reg.
recipients can well feel proud of the uli'.tions of the State Land Office, the
of Public Landa will offer
honor conferred. Magdalcna News. Commiasioner
QUAY

of

First Publication August 23. 1S18.
Last Publication November 1, 1918.

'L

STATE

OF NEW

NOTICE

FOR

of th.
Mexico

The above aale of land will be subject
lo valid existing ri(hts, easements, rights
if way, and reservations.
The commissioner of Public Lands or his
holding such sale reserves the right
to reject any and all bids ottered at said
Klient
sale.

Possession under contracta of sale lor
the above described tracta will be given
or before October lat, 1919.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the Stale Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, tins twentieth lay of Septemon

ber,

l'H8.

ROUT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.

First I'nl. Ileal. on Sept.
Last Publication Dec. 6.

MEXICO

27.
191S.

1918.

PUBLICATION

AND GAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS

0"'.

0,

M'L

COUNTY

,he Commissioner of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Public

Notice is hereby given thst pursuant to
S'SN', SWJs,
of sn Act of
3; All of Sections the provisions 20th, 1910, the Congress
lawa ol the
June
of
10, 15,
SEtt, Sec 24; All
of New Mexico, and rulea and
State
16
R.
3
T.
27.
S..
34,
26,
25,
35;
Sections
the
of
Office,
State
Land
the
There are Commissioner of Public Lands will
W., containing 6798.24 acres.
offer for
no improvements on this trsct.
lease for the mining lor, and extraction
oil and gas, at public auction to the
No bid oa the above described trsct of oi
bidder at Nine o'clock, A. M.,
land will be accepted for less than THREE highest
November
20th, 1918, in the town ol Las
DOLLARS
($3.00)
per acre, which is the Vegas, County of San Miguel, State ot
appraised vslue tnereof snd in addition
New Mexico, in front ol the court house
for
must
bidder
thereto the successful
pay
therein, the following deacribed lands, tothe impromevems that exist on the land.

Lots 1,
Sals No. till
Sec.
WjSEX,22, SEHSEH,
23, Wii,

2, 3,

wit:

The above sale ol land will be subject
terms sad conditions,
to the following
vis;
The successful bidder must psy to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or his
ot
agent holding such sale,
the price offered by him for the lead,
four per cent cent interest in advance foi
the balance ol such psirchase price, lees
for advertising and appraisement and sll
costs incidental to the sale herein, each
and all of aaid amounts must be deposited in caah or certified exchange at the
time.of sale snd which said amounts snd
all ol them are subject to forfeiture to the
State ol New Mexico, il the successful
bidder does not execute a contract within thirty daya after it has been mailed
to him by the State Land Office, said
contract to provide thst the purchssei
may at his option make paymenta of not
ol ninety five pet
less than
cent of the purchase price at any time
sale
and
the
after
prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the date ol the contract and to provide for the payment of
any unpaid balance at the expirationcon-ot
thirty years from the date of the
tract with interest on deferred paymenta
at the rate ol lour per cent per annum
payable in advance on the enniTeraary of
the date ol the contract, partial payments
to be credited on the anniversary ol the
date ol the contract next following the
date of tender.
The above sale of lands will be subject
rights, easements, rights
way and reaervations.

to valid existing
si

The Commissioner nf Fabric Landa ee
ais agent ketdiag such sale reeervea the

Sale No. L-- l.
EV4SEM, Sec. 24; E4
Sec. 25; All of Sec. 36;
NKX. NF.V4SEJ4,
T. 12 N., R. 23 E Lots i, 2, 3, SWJ4NE.
SEX, Sec. 2: All of Sections 15, 16; Lots
3, 4, EKSWtf,
NWjsSEH, Sec. 19; NK,
REX, ES4SWM. NWXSWX, Sec. 22; W4
Sec. 25;
?W(4. Sec. 23; E2SE, SEXSWJ.
.
27; WW
WSNWX. Sec. 26; EVjNEX,
Lots
EKMWK,
NEX, NWXSEtf. NEXSWX,
I. 2, 3, Sec. 30; SWXNF.X, NEHSWJej, Lot
1. Sec. 31; All ol Sec. 36; T. 12 N., R. 24
4715.62

E., comprising
as seven sections.

CHICHESTER SPILLS
Tyr A

Diamond

seres and designated

Sale No.
KE, Lota 1, 2, Sec. 32;
R M jr comprising 244.29 acres,
2 N
designated ss one section.
No bid will be accepted for less than aa
annual rental ol $100.00 per section for said
lands. Lease will be made in substantial
conformity with form ol oil and gas lesae
on file in the office ol the Commissioner
ol Public Lands, copy ol which will be
furnished on application. At time ol bidding the successful bidder ofwill be required
Public Lands
to pay the Commiasioner
the amount ol the first year's rental
the cost of advertising snd expenses
incidental thereto. Possession will be given
as soon as contract of leaae is executed by
the successful bidder, which must be within
thirty dsys from date of rights and all
moneys paid.
Witness my hand snd the official eesl ol
the Stste Lend Office ol the State ol New
Mexico, this third dsy ol September. 1918
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State ol New Meaice
First Publication Sept. a, 1918.
15. 1918
Nor.
Last Puhbcation

111-Js.
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CHAPTER XVI

tlu kitchen you could walk
where two
directly Into tin- raws were kept, and lliis, as I have
pointed nut before, Is tilt' usual construction of tin1 poorer Belgian houses.
I could
mil uiaKc oul why llic caller
to he so antagonistic to inc.
and yet I am sure hi' was arguing with
the family aguilist me. Perhaps the
fact that I wasn't wearing wooden
could have
.shoes I douht whether
K enough for me
nlilaiiied n pair
had convinced lUm that I was not
really a Belgian, hecause there was
nothing ahout ine otherwise which
could have given him that idea.
At that time, and I suppose it is
true today, ahout U4 per cent of the
were wearing
people In Belgium
wooden shoes, Anions the peasants I
don't helieve I ever saw any other
kind of footwear and they ate limit"
common there than they are in Holland. The Dutch wear them more on
account of a lack of leather. I was
told that during the coming year practically all the peasants and poorer
people in ilernuiny. too, will adopt
wooden shoes for farm work, as that
Is one direction In which wood can he
substituted for leather without much
I

rum

cow-bur-

1

l

loss.
When

the young limn left, I left
shortly afterwards, as I was not lit
all comfortahle ahout what his intentions were regarding mo. For all I
Knew he tuiglil have gone to notify
ill.' (ierinan authorities that there was
a strange man In the vicinity more
perhaps to protect his friends from
suspicion of having aided me than to
Injure me.
At any rale, I was not going to lake
anv chances and
got out of that
neighborhood as rapidly as I could.
That night found me riht on the
frontier of Holland.
1

CHAPTER XVII.
Getting Through the Lines.
Waiting until it was quite dark,
made my way carefully through
Held and eventually came to the much
dreaded harrier.
It was all that I had heard ahout It.
Kvery foot of the horder line hetween
Belgium and Holland is protected in
precisely the same manner. It is there
to serve three purposes: lirst, to prevent the Belgians from escaping Into
Holland; second to keep enemies, like
myself, from making their way to freedom ; and third, to prevent desertions
on the part of Hermans themselves.
Hue look was enough to convince any
one that it prohahly accomplished all
three olijects ahout as well as any contrivance could, and one look was all I
cot of It that nl ulit for wliile I lay
hi my stomach gazing at the forbidding structure I heard the measured
stride of a Ceruian sentry advancing
towards me ami I crawled away ns
last as I posslhly could, determined
lo spend the night somewhere In the
fields nml make another and more
careful survey the following night.
The view I had olilalned, however,
was sulliclent to convince me that the
idea was out of the question even If I had n pole and was n
The three
proficient pole vaulter.
fences covered a span of at least twelve
feet and to clear the last liarhed wire
fence It would he necessary to vault
not only at least ten feet high, hut lit
least fourteen feet wide, with the certain knowledge that to touch the electrically charged fence meant Instant
death. There would lie no second
chance If you came a cropper the first
time.
The stilt Iden wns also imprnetlca-lil- e
hecause of the lack of suitable
tliuher and tools with which to construct the stilts.
It seemed to me that the host thing
to do was travel up and down the line
n hit In the hope that some spot might
hp discovered where conditions were
more favorable, although I don't know
.lust what I
expected along those
lines.
It was mighty disheartening to realize that only a few feet away lay
liberty mid that the only things
preventing me from reaching It were
lu ce confounded fences. I thought of
my machine and wished that some
kind fairy would set It In front of me
lor just one minute.
I
spent the night In a clump of
hushes nnd kept in hiding most of the
next day, only going abroad for an
hour or two in the middle of the day
to Intercept some Belgian peasant
and beg for food. The Itelglnns In this
section were naturally very much
afraid of the Hermans nnd I fared
badly. In nearly every house German
soldiers were quartered and It was
out of the question for me to apply
for food In that direction. The proximity of the border made everyone
eye each other with more or less suspicion nnd I soon came to the conclusion that the safest thing I could do
was to live on raw vegetables which I
could steal from the fields at night as
I had previously done.
That night I made another survey
of the barrier In that vicinity, but It
looked Just as hopeless as It had the
night before and I concluded that I
only wasted my time there.
1 spent the night wandering north,
guided by the North Star which had
served me so faithfully In all my traveling. Kvery mile or two I would make
my way carefully to the barrier to see
if conditions were any better, but it
seemed to be the same all along. I felt
like a wild animal In a cage, with
about as much chance of getting out.
The section of the country in which
1 was now wandering was very heavily
wooded and there was really no very
great difficulty la keeping myself concealed, which I did all day long, striving all the time to think of some way
In which I could circumvent
that,
cursed barrier.
,

pole-vau-

cer-Ml- n

I

The idea of a huge steplndder occurred to me, but I searched hour after
hour in vain for lumber or fallen trees
out of which I could construct one. If
I could only obtain something which
would enable me to reach a point
ahout nine feet In the air it would be
a comparatively
simple mutter to
jump from that point over the electric
fence.
Thee I iiioi"'' that perhaps I could
construct a simple ladder and lean It
against one of the posts upon which
the electric wires were strung, climb to
lie lop and then leap over, gelling
over the barbed wire fences III the
same way.
This seemed to be the most likely
plan and all nlghl long I sat constructing a ladder for this purpose.
was fortunate enough to find a
number of fallen pine trees from ten
In twenty feet long. I selected two of
them which seemed sufficiently strong
and broke oil' all the branches, which
I used us rungs, tying them to the
poles with grass and strips from my
hamlkerchef ami shirt as best I
could.
It was not a very workmanlike
I filially got
looking ladder when
through with it. I leaned it against
a tree lo test it nnd It wobbled considerably. It was more like a rope ladder than a wooden one, but I strengthened It here and there and decided
that It would probably serve the purpose.
I
kept the ladder In the woods all
day and could hardly wait until dark
to make the supreme test. If It proved
successful my troubles were over;
within a few hours I would be In a
neutral country out of all danger. If
I
I failed
dismissed the Idea sum
marily. There was no use worrying
aliont failure; the thing to do was to
succeed.
The few hours that were lo pass
before night came on seemed endless,
my
but I utilized them to
ladder, tying the rungs more securely
I
with long grass which
picked In the
1

woods.

At last night came, and with my
ladder In hand I made for the barrier.
In front of It there was a cleared
space of ahout one hundred yards,
w hich had been prepared to make the
work of the guards easier In wutch-ln-

g

It.

waited III the neighborhood until I
heard the sentry pass the spot where I
was in hiding and then I hurried
across the clearing, shoved my ladder
under the barbed wire and endeavored to follow It. My clothing caught
In the wire, hut I wrenched myself
clear and crawled to the electric barrier.
My plan was to place the ladder
against one of the posts, climb up to
the top and then jump. There would
be a fall of nine or ten feet, and I
might possibly sprain an ankle or
break my leg, hut If that was nil that
stood between me anil freedom I
wasn't going to stop to consider It.
I put my ear to the ground to listen
for the coming of the sentry. There
was not n sound. Kugerly but care
fully I placed the ladder against the
post and started up. Only a few feet
seiui rated me from liberty, and my
heart beat fast.
I had climbed perhaps three rungs
of my ladder when I became aware
of mi u n looked for difficulty.
The ladder wus slipping.
Just ns I took the next rung, the
ladder slipped, came In contact with
Hie live wire, and the current passed
through the wet sticks nnd Into my
body. There wus a blue flash, my
hold on the ladder relaxed nnd I fell
heavily to the ground unconscious.
Of course, I had not received the
full force of the current or I would
not now he here. I must have remained unconscious for n few moments, but I came to Just In time to
hear the Herman guard coming, and
the thought came to me If I didn't get
that ladder concealed at once lie would
see It even though, fortunntely for me.
It was an unusually dark night.
I pulled the ladder out of his path
and lay down flat on the ground not
seven feet away from his feet. He
passed so close that I could have
pushed the ladder out nnd tripped
him up.
It occurred to me that I could have
climbed back under the barbed wire
fence and waited for the sentry to return and then felled him with a blow
on the head, as he had no Idea, of
course, that there was anyone In the
vicinity. I wouldn't have hesitated
to take life, because my only thought
was to get Into Holland, but I thought
that as long as he didn't bother me
perhaps the safest thing to do was not
to bother him, but to continue my efforts during his periodic absence.
His beat at this point was apparently fairly long and allowed me mora
time to work than I had hoped for.
My mishap with the ladder had convinced me that my escape In that way
was not feasible. The shock that I
had received had unnerved me and 1
risk It again, particuwai afraid
larly as I realized that I had fared
more fortunately than I could hope
to again If I met with a similar mishap. There was no way of making
that ladder hold and I gave up the Idea
of using It.
I was now right In front of this
electric barrier and as I studied It I
saw another way of getting by. If I
couldn't get over It, what was the
matter with getting under It?
The bottom wire was. only two
inches from the ground and, of course,
I couldn't touch It, but my plan was
to dig underneath It and then crawl
through the hole In the ground.
I had only my hands to dig with,
but I went at It with a will and fortunately the ground was not very hard.
When I had dug about six Inches,
making a distance In all of eight
I

i

Inches from the lowest electric wire.
I came to an underground wire. I
knew- enough about electricity to realize that this wire could not be charged,
as it wns In contact with the ground,
hut still there was nut room hetween
the live wire and this underground
wire for me to crawl through, and I
ether had to go buck or dig deep
enough under this wire to crawl under
it or else pull It up.
This underground wire was about
as big around ns n lead pencil and
there was no chance of breaking It.
I had had at the start
The
of my travels I had long since lost
and even If I had had something to
hammer with, the noise would have
made the method Impracticable.
I went on
digging. When the total
distance between the live wire and the
hot torn of the hole I had dug was
thirty Inches, I took hold of the ground
wire and pulled on It with, nil my
strength.
It wouldn't budge. It was stretched
taut across the narrow ditch I had
dug about fourteen Inches wide
nod all the tugging didn't serve to
-

Jack-knif- e

Just seventy-twdays had elapsed
since I escaped from the Huns. If I
live to be us old as Methusuleh, I never
expect to live through another seventy-two
days so crammed full of in
cldent and hazard and lucky escape.
o

CHAPTER XVIII.
Experiences

In

Holland.

But I wus not quite out of the
woods.
I now knew that I was In Holland,
but Just where I hud no Idea. I walked

for ahout thirty minutes and came to

a path leading to the right, and I hud
proceeded along It but n few hundred
yards when I saw In front of me a

fence exactly like the one I had
crossed.
"This is funny," I said to myself. "I
didn't know the Dutch hud a fence,
too." I advanced to the fence and
examined It closely, nnd Judge of my
astonishment when I saw beyond It a
t
fence apparently
holding
live wires exactly like the one which
hud neurly been the dentil of me!
I had very little time to conjecture
what It all meant, for Just then I
loosen It.
I wus Just about to
give up In de- heard a guard coming. He was walkspair when a staple gave wuy In the ing so fast that I. wns sure It: was a
nearest post. That enabled me to pull Dutch sentry, as the Huns walk much
the wire through the ground a little slower.
I wns so bewildered, however, that
nnd I renewed my efforts. After a
moment or two of pulling as I had I decided to take no chances, and as
never pulled In my life before, a the road wns fairly good I wandered
staple on the next post gave way, down It mid away from that mysterinnd my work became easier. I had ous fence. About half a mile down I
more leeway now nnd pulled nnd could see the light of n sentry stapulled again until In ull eight staples tion and I thought I would go there
nnd tell my story to the sentries, realhad given way.
Kvery time a staple gave way. It izing that as I was unarmed It was
sounded In my ears like the report of perfectly snfe for me to announce
I
a gun, although I suppose It didn't myself to the Dutch authorities.
could be Interned only If I entered
really make very much noise.
each time I would put my eur Holland under urms.
As I approached the sentry box I
to tlie ground to listen for the guard.
If I heard him I would stop working noticed three men In gray uniforms,
and lie perfectly still in tl;" dark till the regulation Dutch color. I was on
the verge of shouting to them when
he had gone by.
Hy pulling on the wire, I wns now the thought struck me that there was
aide to drag It through the ground Just a chance I might be mistaken,
enough to place It buck from the as the (ierinan uniforms were the
same color, and I had suffered too
fence nnd go on digging.
The deeper I went the harder be- many privations mid too many nnrrow
came the work, because hy this time escapes to lose all at this time by
my linger nails were broken and I Jumping at conclusions.
I had Just turned off the road to go
was nervous afraid every moment
back Into some bushes when out of
that I would touch the charged wire.
the darkness I heard that drend GerI kept nt It. however, with my mind
constnntly on the hole I was digging man command:
"Halt! Holt!"
mid the liberty which wns nlmost withHe didn't need to holler twice. I
in my reach.
Finally I figured that I had enough heard and heeded the llrst time. Then
I heard another mnn come running up,
space to crawl through and still leave
a couple of Inches between my buck
and the live wire.
Before I went under that wire I noticed that the lace which the Belgian
woman had given me as a souvenir
made my pocket bulge, nnd lest It
might he the Innocent mentis of elec
trocuting me by touching the live wire,
I took It out, rolled It up nnd threw It
over the barrier first.
Then I lay down on my stomach nnd
crawled or rather writhed under the
wire like a snake, with my feet first,
nnd there wnsn't uny question of my
hugging mother enrth ns closely as
possible because I realized that even
to touch the wire above me with my
back meant Instant death.
Anxious ns I was to get on the other
side, I didn't hurry this operation. I
feared that there might he some little
detail that I hud overlooked and I exercised the greatest possible care In
nothing for
going under,
taking
granted.
When I finally got through and
straightened up, there were still several feet of Belgium between me and
liberty, represented by the six feet
which separated the electric barrier
from the last barbed wire fence, but
before I went another step I went
down on my knees and thanked God
for my long series of escapes and especially for this last achievement,
which seemed to me to be about all
that was necessary to bring me freenine-foo-

Never-'iieles-

dom.

Then 1 crawled under the barbed
wire fence and breathed the free air of
Holland. I had no clear Idea Just
where I was and I didn't care much.
I wus out of the power of the Germans
and that was enough. I had walked
perhaps a hundred yards, when I remembered the lace I had thrown over
the barrier, and dangerous as I realized the undertaking to be, I determined to walk back and get It. This
necessitated my going back onto Belgian soil again, but it seemed a shame
to leave the lace there, nnd by exercising a little care I figured I could
get It easily enough.
When I came to the spot at which I
had made my way under the barbed
wire, I put my ear to the ground and
listened for the sentry. I heard him
coming and lay prone on the ground
till he had passed. The fact that he
might observe the hole In the ground
or the ladder occurred to me as I lay
there, and it seemed like an age before he finally marched out of earshot Then I went under the barbed
wire again, retrieved the lace and once
again made my way to Dutch territory.
It does not take long to describe the
events Just referred to, but the Incidents themselves consumed several
hours In all. To dig the hole must
have taken me more than two hours
and I had to stop frequently to hide
while the sentry passed. Many times,
indeed, I thought I heard him coming
and stopped my work and then discovered that it was only my Imagination. I certainly suffered enough that
night to last me a lifetime. With a
German guard on one side, death from
electrocution on the other, and starvation staring me In the face, my plight
was anything but a comfortable one.
It waa on the 19th of November,
1917, when I got through the wire. I
had made my leap from the train on
September 9th. Altogether, therefore,
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Continued.

once searched the lundscupe for something In the wny of a landmark to
guide me. For once my faithful
friend, the North Star, had failed me.
The sky was pitch black and there
wasn't a star in the heavens.
In the distance, ut about what appeared to be about three miles away,
but which turned out to be six, I could
discern the lights of a village, and I
knew It must be a Dutch village, as
lights are not allowed In Belgium In
that Indiscriminate way.
My course was now clear. I would
make a beellne for that village. Before
I had gone very fur I found myself In
a marsh or swamp and I turned back
a little, hoping to find a better path.
Finding none, I retraced my steps
and kept straight uliend, determined
to reucn that village at all costs and
to swerve neither to the right or left
until I got there.
One moment I would be in water up
to my knees and the next I would sink
In mud clear up to my waist. I paid
no attention to my condition. It was
merely a repetition of what I had gone
through many times before, but this
time I had a definite goal and once I
reached it I knew my troubles would
be over.
It took me perhaps three hours to
reach firm ground. The path I struck
led to within half a mile of the village.
I shall never forget that path ; It was
almost as welcome to my feet as the
opposite bank of the Meuse had
seemed
The first habitation I came to was a
little workshop with a bright light
shining outside. It must have been
after midnight, but the people inside
were nppurently Just quitting work.
There were three men and two boys
engaged In making wooden shoes.
It wasn't necessary for me to explain to them that I was a refugee,
even if I had been able to speak their
language. I was caked with mud up
to my shoulders and I suppose my face
must have recorded some of the experiences I had gone through that
memorable night.
"I want the British consul !" I told
them.
Apparently they didn't understand,
but one of them volunteered to conduct me to the village. They seemed
to be only too anxious to do all they
could for me; evidently they realized
I was a British soldier.
It wns very late when my companion finally escorted me into the village, but he aroused some people he
knew from their beds nnd they
dressed nnd came down to feed me.
The family consisted of an old lady
and her husband and a son, who was a
soldier In the Dutch army. The cold
shivers ran down my back while he sat
beside me, because every now and
again I caught n glimpse of his gray
uniform and It resembled very much
that of the German soldiers.
Some of the neighbors, aroused by
the commotion, got up to see what It
wns all about, and came In and
watched while I ate the meal those
good Dutch people prepared for me.
Ordinarily I suppose I would have
been embarrassed with so many people staring nt me while I ate as
though I were some strange animal
that has Just been captured, but just
then I was too famished to notice or
care very much what other people did.
There will always be a warm place
In my heart for the Dutch people. I
had heard lots of persons say that
they were not Inclined to help refugees, but my experience did not bear
these reports out. They certainly did
more for me than I ever expected.
I had a little German money left,
but as the value of German money is
only about half In Holland, I didn't
have enough to pay the fare to Rotterdam, which was my next objective.
It was due to the generosity of these
people that I was able to reach the
British consul as quickly as I did.
Some day I hope to return to Holland
and repay every single soul who
played the part of the good Samaritan to me.
With the money that these people
gave me I was able to get a third-clas- s
ticket to Kotterdam, and I was
glad that I didn't have to travel
for I would have looked as much
s
out of place In a
carriage
us a Hun would appear in heaven.
That night I slept in the house of
my Dutch friends, where they fixed
me up most comfortably. In the morning they gave me breakfast and then
escorted me to the station.
While I was waiting at the station
a crowd gathered round me and soon
It seemed aa If the whole town had
turned out to get a look at me. It was
very embarrassing, particularly as I
could give them no Information regarding the .cause of my condition, although, of course, they all knew that
I was a refugee from Belgium.
As the train polled out of the station, the crowd gave a load cheer and
the tears almost came to my eyea aa
I contrasted In my mind the conduct
of this crowd and the one that had
gathered at the station In Ghent when
I had departed a prisoner en route
for the reprisal camp. I breathed a
sigh of relief as I thought of that reprisal camp and how fortunate I had
really been, despite all my sufferings,
to have escaped It Mow, at any rate,
I was a free man and I would soon be
sending home the Joyful newa that I
had made good my escape!
At Elnhoffen two Dutch officers got
Into the compartment with me. They
looked at me with very much disfavor,
not knowing, of course, that I was
British officer. My clothes were still
pretty much In the condition they
were when I crossed the border, although I had been able to scrape off
some of the mud I had collected the
night before. I bad not shaved nor
trimmed my beard for many days,
and I most have presented
'

first-clas- s,

first-clas-

Heard the German Quard Coming.
and there was considerable talking,
but whether they were Germans or
Hollanders I was still uncertain. He
evidently thought someone was on the
other aide of the fence.
Finally I heard one of them laugh
and saw him walk back to the sentry
station where the guard waa billeted,
and I crawled a little nearer to try to
make out Just what It meant. I had
begun to think It waa all a nightmare.
Between myself and the light In the
sentry station, I then noticed the
stooping figure of a man bending over
as If to conceal himself end on his
head was the spiked helmet of a German soldier
I knew then what another narrow
escape I had had, for I am quite sure
he would have shot me without ceremony If I had foolishly made myself
known. I would have been burled at
once and no one would have been any
wiser, even though, technically speakand Iming, I was on neutral-territormune from capture or attack.
This new shock only served to bewilder me more. I was completely
lost. There seemed to be frontier behind me and frontier In front of me.
Evidently, however, what had happened was that I had lost my sense
of direction and bad wandered In the
are of circle, returning to the aame
fence that I had been so long In getting through. This eolation of the
mystery came to me suddenly and I at
1

appearance. I could hardly blame
them for edging away from me.
The trip from Elnhoffen to Rotterdam passed without special Incident
At various stations passengers would
get In the compartment uud, observwould
ing my unusual appearance,
endeavor to start a conversation with
me.
None of them spoke English,
however, and they had to use their
own imagination as to my Identity.
When I arrived at Rotterdutu I
asked a policeman who stood in front
of the station where I could find the
British consul, but I could not make
1 next applied to a
him understand.
tuxlcab driver.
"English consul British consul-Ameconsul French consul !" I
said, hoping that If be didn't understand one he might recognize another.
He eyed me with suspicion and motioned me to get In and drove off. I
had no idea where he was taking me,
but after a quarter of an hour's ride he
brought up In front of the British
consul. Never before was I so glad
to see the Union Jack !

MACHINE FOR MAKING ROADS
Apparatua Invented by Nebraska Man
for Forming Roadway With Material Directly at Hand.
The Scientific American In Illustratg
maing and describing a
dia ne, the Invention of M. N. Latta
of Valentine, Neb., says:

"This invention relates generally to
apparatus, and more particularly to roadway machines for
forming roadways with the material
directly at hand, where good horse
road-mnkln- g

rican

81de View

ef

Machine.

Road-Makin- g

roads are difficult to make, the general object being the provision of a
machine movable along a selected
roadway site, capable of the formation
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
of wheel tracks in the course of Us
movement. A further object is to proCAUSE AND CURE OF CRAMPS vide a machine capable of ready adjustment and interchange of parts for
Too High Blood Pressure Frequently other purposes ; for Instance, it can be
transformed into a freight car In a
Brings Them On Removed by
very short time. For the grading of
Vigorous Rubbing.
and
roads the machine Is
In this article we shall discuss only
automatically throwing
the local muscular spasms that affect the high side to the low side, whether
most commonly the calves of the legs, at left or right,
but that sometimes occur In the thighs,
the arms or the wall of the abdomen. DEFINITION OF ROAD TERMS
Internal cramps, or colic, swimmer's
cramp and writer's crump are affec- List of Technical Name Taken From
tions of an entirely different nature.
th Program of the Canadian
A cramp, In this restricted sense, Is
Good Roadr Congress.
a sudden, painful and very strong contraction of a sninll pnrt of a muscle;
With the progress of road building
it does not usually cause any move
there has come into use a number of
ment In the rffecled limb, for to do terms more or less technical, but
that n contraction of nearly the entire which should be well known. The folmuscle Is necessary, nnd then we have lowing list is from the program of the
what Is called a spasm, or a convul- Canadian Good Roads congress :
sion.
Aggregate. The mineral material,
The contraction Is Involuntnry, al- such as sand, gravel, shells, slag, or
though persons who nre subject to broken stone, or combinations thereof,
cramps sometimes bring them on by a with which the cement or the bituminvoluntary movement, such as stretch
ous material is mixed to form a moring. The
cramp Is of tar or concrete. Fine aggregate may;
ten brought on by the stretching to be considered as the mineral Inert maw hich one Is prone on awaking.
Very terial which will pass a
commonly the cramp comes on during
screen, and coarse aggregate the
sleep, nnd the Intense pain awakens material which will not pass a
the sufferer with a start. The affected
screen.
part of the muscle forms u linrd knot,
Binder. (1) A foreign or fine mateand If a large part of the muscle Is rial introduced into the mineral porInvolved the limb may be drawn up.
tion of the wearing surface for the
Children and the nged suffer more purpose of
the road material
often with cramps than do persons In to retain itsassisting under stress, as
Integrity
middle life. In children the cause Is well as,
perhaps, to aid In its first
usually violent exercise, such as run- construction.
(2) The course. In a
In
but
the
elderly sheet
ning nnd jumping,
asphalt pavement, frequently
a tendency to cramps Is often caused
used between the concrete foundation
by Incipient hardening of the arteries. and the sheet
asphalt mixture of
Is
When the blood pressure
high,
sand and asphalt cement
graded
to
cease
crnmps often occur, but they
Bond. The combined action of
trouble If the pressure Is reduced.
and of the forces of
Persons who nre rheumatic nnd gouty adhesionfriction,
and cohesion which helps the
are especially lluble to be attacked by
separate particles composing a crust
cramps very likely because hardening or pavement to resist separation under
of the nrterles accompanies their con- stress.
Mechanical bond Is the bond
stitutional disposition.
almost wholly in a
The treatment of a single cramp of produced
broken-ston- e
macadam road, by the
the cnlf Is very simple: stand on tiptoe In such a wny as to stretch the Interlocking of angular fragments of
stone and the subsequent filling of the
calf muscle and nt the same time rub
with the finer
the pluce where the contraction has remaining interstices
occurred. That will put an end to particles.
Water-BounBonded with the aid
the attack promptly. If Ilie attacks
recur frequently, there Is probably of water.
Cement. An adhesive
substance
some constitutional fault that needs
used for uniting particles of other macorrection, nnd the sufferer should consult his physician. Youth's Compan- terials to each other. Ordinarily applied only to calcined "cement rock,"
ion.
or to artificially prepared calcined
and ground mixtures of limestone and
Food.
Furnish
Jungle Can
While the new food campaign was slllcious materials. Sometimes used to
bituminous binder used In
being talked about at Seattle, Ran- designate
bituminous pavements, when the exdolph I.. Summerfleld of Singapore,
who has lived forty years In the Malay pression "bituminous cement" (q. t.)
understood to be meant
States, arrived on a government mis- is Cement Concrete. An Intimate mixsion. He Is a civil engineer. "The
market has been dec- ture of gravel, shell, slag or broken
world's
with certain proporimated," said Mr. Summerfleld, "but If stone particles
worst comes to worst nnd there's a tions of sand or similar material, cereal meat famine, the Jungles of the ment and water, made previous to
Malay States can supply vast quanti- placing.
Course. One or more layers of road
ties of meats and fats. Our forests
are full of monkeys of all kinds. Our material spread and compacted sepastreams teem with crocodiles. The rately for the formation of the road or
Courses are usually rehuge anaconda snake Is numerous and pavement
to in the order- - of their laying,
prolific. Monkey meat, cooked French ferred
or Spanish style, billed on the menu as first coarse, second course, third
as veal, would make an epicure yearn course, etc. Also a single row ot
for more. There's no disagreeable sen- blocks in a pavement.
Crown. The rise In
timent about killing a crocodile or the
Portions of the from the lowest to the highest part of
boa constrictor.
Vroco's' tail are extraordinarily good, the finished roadway. It may be exand the boa constrictor is a culinary pressed either as so many Inches (or
favorite In India. Fried In butter, or tenths of a foot), or as a rate per foot
certain oils, the boa constrictor Is con- of distance from side to center, that
Is, "the crown Is four Inches," or "the
sidered a delicacy." Argonaut.
crown Is one-haInch to the foot"
When a Prieonsr Is Exchanged.
Roads for Main Line.
Ivan Roaatter, captured by the GerThe main lines of travel can, and
mans and later exchanged, saya In the
some other kind of
Farm and Fireside: 'Then I lay down, must, be given
road than a simple dirt road. Every
not to sleep but to think. I thought state
in the Union has deposits of
of the day when I enlisted In Canada,
a good gravel road Is veryj
of leaving home, the training camps, gravel,if and
the trip overseas to England, the good It la properly maintained.
training In England, going across the
Binder for 8tone Read.
channel to Flanders, the terrific fightroad gets very
If a broken-ston- e
who
of
friends
the
at
many
Tprra,
ing
auto traffic then It must be laid
fell on that bloody battlefield, how t heavy
or asphalt binder to keep,
was wounded and captured, the Inhu- with a tar
stone from grinding on'
man treatment I received at the hands the pieces of
each other and finally powdering up,
who
had
fonr
German
the
of
surgeons,
under traffic.
husky Germans bold me down while
t
Ave
bones
of
out
cut
my wrist
they
Splendid Garden Fertiliser.
and amputated my middle finger at the
make
a
ashes
Wood
splendid garden"
second Joint when I waa wounded In
fertiliser. Save your ashes and use
the palm of the band, the kicks and them
But don't trj;
for this
the cuffs from prison guards and the coal ashes thatpurpose.
or
yon win b
way,
terrible stuff the Germans called food sorry.
In the prison camps."
Good Tools Required.
Discouraged.
Efficient work cannot be done on
Tve given up trying to keep a farms with poor and Inadequate) farm
hired girt."
Implements.
"What's the matter
Tve come to the conclusion that
Tractor Aids Feed Production.
when it comes to paying wages I
The tractor win help la foed produO"
cant compete with a munitions
g
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Sabotage and
the Dog
By ISOBEL FIELD;
Of Tha Vigilant

Has it occurred to anyone that the
numerous tirades against dogs that
bar been appearing In the newspa-

per all over the country In the shape
of "letters from the people" may be
of alien enemy origin? Why should
the same arguments against man's best
friend appear in New York dallies at
the same time they are coming out In
the newspapers of California, Texas,
Oregon and elsewhere T
What attracted my attention was
finding the Identical letter In my home
town paper (Morning Press, Santa
Barbara, Cal.) that I had read In the
New York Globe. It was signed by
different Initials but the wording and
arguments were the same. "Dogs eat
sheep. We need mutton. Therefore,
all dogs should be exterminated."
All over the West last summer there
were unusually destructive
forest
fires; crops were destroyed, cattle
poisoned, and a mysterious horse disease appeared In many localities.
Though the evidence has not been
made public. It Is common knowledge
that these depredations were the work
of enemy aliens. The work was done
with a system that suggested Germun
efficiency, and was no doubt paid for
by German money. That being so, the
elimination of watch dogs would be
of immense Importance, und the only
conclusion Is that the whole propaganda is the work of our enemies.
They would Influence us to kill our
own dogs for the convenience of German agents, who, without these guardians, would have a freer hund in sabotage.
No Trouble in Scotland.
The argument that dogs cannot be
kept In a
country Is
refuted by Scotland, where there are
more dogs to the squnre mile than any
country in the world. One cannot
"draw near" u Scottish home without

hearing "the watchdog's honest bark."
In many families each member has his
own dog and no child's life is considered livable without one. But the best
evidence of all is the shepherd himself,
who would be lost without the help
and companionship of his dogs.
Be on Watch for Enemies.
Scotland Is a great
country, yet it loves the dog; gives
him his due in life and reveres him
In death. At the castle in Edinburgh
there Is a little plot of ground where
the dogs of the Scottish soldiers are
burled ; It Is a charming spot, and on
many little tombstones there are tender tributes to depurted friends. In
front of St. Giles cathedral in the same
noble city there Is a monument with a
little Skye terrier, and upon It, carved
In stone, an Inscription to "Bobble,"
who refused to leave the church-yarwhere his master was burled and died
upon his grave.
We want more dogs In America not
fewer. They would be of great service guarding ammunition pufnts; In
helping soldiers on guard at aqueducts
and bridges in ferreting out suspicious
characters, the forest rangers all over
the West would find them luvaluable
in densely wooded country. Farmers,
shepherds, cattlemen and ranchers
need them ; and the sneaking Incen- diaries, poisoners and devastators
would find their work much harder If
there were more watchdogs on guard.
We must not part with our dogs.
One has only to reod what dogs have
done and are doing In this war to real
ize the extent to which they can be
trained. It is said that the Red Cross
dogs can detect life In a wounded soldier lying out In No Man's Land when
the doctors themselves are In doubt.
They carry messages through shot and
shell ; they bring up food and water
to the first line trenches, and many a
brave man owes his life to the intelll-- ;
gence and fidelity of a dog.
In future when we read any of these
from the people" advocating
the destruction of the dogs It would
be well to find out the names and ad--1
dresses of the writers and send them
to the secret service department to
Investigated. We have muny scores
settle against the Germans, and not
the least nf. them is tliBir insiriiniia.
treacherous propaganda against the
best friend God lias given to man.
sheep-growin- g
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The poor man rejolceth ln his toll,
is sweet to him;
The rich man languiaheth with sloth,
and flndeth pleasure in nothing. Tup-pe- r.

and his dally bread
ABRAM'S

GENEROUS TREATMENT
OF LOT.

11:14-1LESSON TEXT Genesis 18:1-1GOLDEN TEXT A friend loveth at all
times, and a brother Is born for ad versify. -- Proverbs 17:17.
DEVOTIONAL READING Romans s:

ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
TEACHERS Genesis 12:10-124;
1S:2.

EMERGENCY

FAVORITE DISHES OF OUR
LIE8.

DI8HES.

TSHES

18:16-3-

AL.

Anticipating the cold weather, which
soon be due in Belgium and
France, the American Red Cross will
make another drive for clothing to be
sent to the destitute and helpless BelIt would b
gians and the French.
worse than indifference, it would be
heartless, to hoard any clothing that
can be spared to the population, of the
occupied territory ln these countries.
The American Red Cross News Service In Washington, D. C, has wired the
following appeal:
"Five thousand tons of clothing for
the destitute people of occupied
and France!
This Is the objective of a drive to
be conducted by the American Red
Cross nt the request of Herbert C.
Hoover, chairman of the Belgian Relief commission, during the week be
ginning Monday, September 23. The
(lothlng . drive of, the Red Cross last
i"8..'
!
B,? tWi of
will

O M E of the good
things well liked by

that may be

prepnred for a hurry-u- p
meal or for a
sudden
emergency ;
they take little time
to prepare and are
not difficult.
Lima
Beans
and

FOR

Our grand business is not to see
what lies dimly at a distance, but to
do what lies clearly at hand. Carlyle

our friends over the
sea and across the
border :
Salmon
Tidnlsh
Hub
(Canadian)
well
and
scraped
washed salmon with
fir Consiwiw M n
of
tablespoonful
salt ; place the fish In
i baking pan and score It across four or
five times.
Mix ono cupful of fine
broad crumbs, a dessert spoonful of
minced parsley,
of a
of ground blnck pepper, two
dessert spoonfuls of salt, milk to moisten well. Put
lumps of
sweet fat In the gashes. Cover ths
...111.
...1.1.
llnttm..
f
.roll, ,11, 1,1 llT lllll Willi II11IK UUU Mill
Into n hot oven. When
lift
from the pan to the plnlter and gar-nlsh with hard cooked egg and lemon.
Serve with the gravy In the pan.
Codfish With Green Peppers (Italian)
Soak a
of salt codfish,
remove the skin and bones and cut ln
small squares. Roast two
green peppers on the top of the stove,
remove the skins and seeds and cut
In narrow strips.
Put three
of olive oil Into a saucepan
with one small onion chopped, cook
until the onion Is yellow, then add two
largo tomatoes, salt, pepper and then
the peppers. When nearly done odd
codfish und a spoonful of chopped parsley. Cover and simmer until the fish
Is well seasoned.
Black Bean Soup. Soak one cupful
of black beans In cold water several
hours. Pour off the water, add fresh
water and simmer until the beans are
tender, then rub through n sieve. There
should be a pint of water. Add a table- of cornstarch In n little cold
water and cook eight minutes. Sea- son with snlt, pepper, a little mustard,
Juice of a lemon. Serve with squares
of fried bread.
Leg of Mutton Pie (Canadian).
Grease a deep baking dish and lay ln
the bottom a few slices of fried salt
pork and then slleee of mutton cut
from the leg; on top of this lay sliced
cooked potntoes, salt, pepper, fried
onions and parsley. Pour over a clear
gravy. Moisten the edge of the dish
and cover with a good rich pastry.
Bake an hour and twenty minutes In a
moderate oven.

Such articles would be of no oae.
In his cable message to the Ainert-- 1
can Red Cross asking It to undertake
the work Mr. Hoover says that
of men, women and children are
facing shame, suffering, disease and
some of them death for lack of clothing this winter.
"They must be helped," be continues. "I hope the Red Cross will undertake a renewed campaign to obtain the
clothing In America. It can come only
fiom us. Your first campaign yielded
magnificent results, bringing in fully
5,000 tons of clothing in good condition.
Hut much more Is needed If
these
people ore to get
through the winter In decency and
fnfety. In the fuce of brutal coercion
and spiritual suffering they remain
This courage
splendidly courageous.
challenges our charity. Let us match
the courage of Belgium with the gen
erosity of America."
ed,

mil-lio- ns

I. Abram and Lot Return From
Egypt (vv.
Abram went Into Egypt because of a
Bacon. Bacon Is u
famine. No doubt the famine was sent
standby which we all
In judgment for the sins of the people,
feel is necessary to
but also for Abram's sake. He needed have ln small or
large quantities as
the graces of his heart developed. He circumstances
Various cunned
permit.
needed to be taught the weakness of vegetables will be found In
plenty on
his own heart, and the faithfulness of our shelves this
canned from
winter,
Cod. The child of God Is not prom-- ! our own war
gardens.
Ised exemption from trials, but grace
Drain a can of limn beans,
Into
sufficient to endure them. Abram a shallow earthen dish, cover put
the top
failed. In the midst of his trials he with
strips of bacon and put Into a
went oft to Egypt without God's direc-tlohot oven. Bake until the bacon Is
where he got Into trouble. To crisp and brown. Serve
piping hot
take one's own way always brings htm from the dish.
"
"'
Into trouble. His expedient to save
Pimento 8alad Take one small
:cu"
ue,requ,reu
Felt Hats.
his life was unworthy of Abram. He enn of red
i." viuiiiu me iir,uw,uiu people in me
peppers, three cupfuls of
snl "e Is never Justltiable. It finely shredded
Blocked felt hats, It Is thought In
wui'ini territory uunng me coming
a tenspoonful
cabbage,
niuch better to die than to lie. each of salt and
winter,
some quarters, will come in for a big
grated onion, a half
As in the previous campaign the portion of
Abram by prevarication deceived the
popularity next winter for
of finely minced celery and n
cupful
kln8. but as soon as the truth was
will
be
collected by the chap- the reason that so many women nave
clothing
of innyonnnlse dressing. Serve
known he was thrust out. Though cupful
ters of the Red Cross throughout the gone Into business and are dressing
In nests of shredded lettuce.
s
Abram hBd stayed from the
United States, each chapter getting Its either ln uniform or In very businessJunket With Pineapple. Dissolve a
of
flllth- lle l"" the
ense Junket tablet ln a
allotment from its division headquar- like clothes. Really the only hats that
way
of watahlesponnful
to
"unt0 tlle P,nce wnere n's tent ter
ters. There are 13 of these divisions look well with these trig clothes are
f
a tablet is sufficient for
hnd beel ln ,,le beginning, where the a
and each has nlrendy been apprised by those which ore blocked, and, while not
of milk. Heat the milk until
pint
a,,or was" Tnls showed that he was
national headquarters ln Washington exactly stiff, still have a deal of forthen sweeten, flavor and
lukewarm,
e
w,I,lnR to confess his mlstoke, and
of the amount of clothing Its chapters mality und dignity about them. A new
add the dissolved tablet. Pour Into
eln llfe over nBnln- - Tnls EBPt expe-t- sherbet
are expected to produce. Every kind one was seen, ln beaver felt, with a
firm put on Ice.
and
when
cups
of garment, for all ages and both high crown and narrow brim that
TlPnP wnR a loS8 "P'rltuully to Abram, Serve with a
teaspoonfu of shredded
ne Decame ricn mere, increase
sexes, Is urgently needed. Garments rolled nt the back and tipped down
a tablespoonful of
and
pineapple
oi riches Is no sign that a man Is In
of strong materials are wanted as they over the face at the front. It had a
whipped cream on top of each glass.
Will be subjected to the hnrdest kind single ornament of the same shade at
fellowship with God.
Even those who do not cure for milk
of wear. Flimsy garments, ballroom the left side front, and not even a
II. Abram and Lot Separate (vv. f- In other forms will eat tbls dainty desdresses,
ill).
sert.
slippers, silk lints, band nround the crown. This hot would
Bah!
Tou ore a
many children?
straw hats and derbies, which were have made a lovely finish for n blue
The goods of both Abram and Lot
Crab Salad. Add a cupful of crnh
fool !"
donated in nrge quantities In the last serge suit and its wearing possilsilitlca
meat to a cupful of shredded cabbage
greatly Increased. When they attempt"But, excellency," faltered the un- ed to settle down, trouble arose be- and the same amount of tart,
would have been boundless.
clothing campaign, will not be
happy secretary, "In point of num- tween their herdsmen. This Is the first
apple cut in dice. Mix and
"
bers
record of trouble between relatives season well and serve with any good
over financial mutters, niches often boiled or mayonnaise dressing.
Numbers Matter Little.
With Marshmallows.
"Numbers are nor nil.
Pineapple
It their interfere with friendship. They kindle
were, have we not with us the world- - Jea'sy "d strife between men. They Arrange slices of canned pineapple
By RALPH HENRY BARBOUR
enKenoV
men.
a
with
innrshmnllow. In tbo center and
greed and selfishness In
famous hero who sank the Lusltanla?
of Tht Vlgllantts
s small cubes of Jelly around It or a
Hlmmell Numbers! What is? And Many tlmes memher8 of the same
nre
lly
Pranged from each other maraschino cherry pressed Into the
of! . Another
you talk
Wlndlg
..
. ....
.
thrmirrh
fn. atAnlff,
fn. th.
"a- vt.ii.ii. tui
niv center of the marshinallow.
nonentiiv. i tpii vnii i vvnv. ir vnn hurt
soup which
It was quite the grandest affair beld your way you would give precedence 'n,"!nBm' 0o' thus to quarrel Is utter A can of
- "
"3r
jB .sr
crlm,nal, especially when the has been conned Is n most satisfying
1n Berlin since the signing of the to every poisoner and ravlsher here.
j
of
on.
the
Lord's
a
looks
for
meal,
Muhlsteln!
people
enemf.
beginning
had
the
I
of
of
that
Use,
brought
peace
you, Herr
treaty
beg
Cnnaanlte and the Perlzzlte
Conned chicken with white smice
great war to an end, and everybody your brain! To all who gloriously "The
Invitawas
was
there.
nlded
the
that
fatherland to maintain her dwelt tnen ,n the lanr (v- - 7)- - 11 ,s and covered with baking powder
anybody
eno"En tor God's children to qunr- - cult, makes a nice1 chicken pie In a
for crueltv and beastliness Da'
tions, indeed, had been almost franrel- - but to do so In the presence of the hurry.
tically sought for a month, for It had much honor la due. hnt w miwr
worIll which delights therein is greatly
Corn Fritters. Take a can of corn
early become known that the host, his discretion, mv ennd fellow Tho mnr
It Is no exaggeration to say thnt
1
a
s
of a cupful of corn flour,
a
.
henltli Is a large Ingredient In whut
excellency Grossmorden Schmidt, had so as the new German aristocracy Is iu Bin. aim iuii neiiavior is a nne exbakof
of
the
art
of
three
ample
three
teaspoonfuls
the world rails talent.
living together
eggs,
obtained, at an enormous expense, a still In a chaotic and formative stage.
season.
to
The
situation
and.
suit
peaceably.
pepper
disgraceful
ing powder,
quantity of genuine blutwurst, which Mistakes made tonight might be diffiwas to form the piece de resistance of cult to later correct. We must be was relieved by a generous proposition Fry ln deep fat or In n hot frying pun TIMELY HINTS FOR THE HOUSEfrom
Abram.
Lot
was
his
allowed
WIFE.
with a little corn oil.
the magnificent banquet of real food careful. Precedence must be awarded
choice. Separation Is sometimes necthat was to crown the occasion. After to one of truly great and unquestionwho
YOUR kitchen ta
prartlce slrlct
Every housewife
years of substitutes the prospect of able merit, and for that reason It Is essary. Though he owed all to Abram,
puts
economy In food conservation
ble Is too low buy
once again tasttng viands guiltless of that I speak of Oberste Flelschlg his selfish heart caused him to grasp
herself ln the rnnks nf those who
four door stops and
for the best. Lot's action shows that
serve the nation. Woodrow Wilson.
sawdust, acorns, clay, bone dust' and who "
screw them to the
his stay In Egypt was ruinous to him.
the unsatisfying, If clever, triumphs
But at that Instant the question was
bottom of the table
GOOD THINGS FOR THE FAMILY.
Perhaps he chose the
of synthetic chemistry, had thrown r"CLU!1V!!L.deCWed by the "dVeDt
be'
legs.
of
Berlin's new aristocracy Into a state
IVK heed to the meal
Those who know
to Egypt. One cannot go Into Egypt
of Joyous excitement scarcely apthat begins the day,
"Admiral
von Schmutzlgl"
an without being affected by It. This was
tell us that we do
In
since
the
fervor
proached
let it be happy and
nounced the head footman Impressive a fatal choice for Lot. The motive
not grind our coffee
- and - to tiufhcicntly Mistaln- ly. With a grunt of delight the host actuating hlin wns worldly advantage.
fine enough for uso
was
So
Lusltanla.
the
of
grent
sinking
Ini ttt liiMt until tionn.
hurried forward with outstretched Though he for awhile
iu the common cof
It
prospered,
entrance
the
Herr
of
about
the press
hands to welcome the distinguished wns nn
Potato Cakes. .Mold fee pot, throwing away much good
expensive undertaking for him,
Schmidt's magnificent residence that guest, leaving Herr Muhlsteln
two cupfuls of sea- flavor that Is not used. Ten
to sigh Lot wlth all his goods was taken
may also
away
fully an hour before the time specified with a vast relief. For now the prob-- wnen
soned mashed potuto be ground, getting double the flavor.
confederate
came
,he
kings
be
It
Invitations
ln the
a
lem of precedence wns providentially against Sodom. He Is an
with
beaten
egg
lo not throw away the bacon rind;
example of
came necessary to request extra police- solved. What, indeed, were mere mur--,
and Hour to mix It adds a delicious flavor to vegetables,
women to restore order and to, some- derers of women and mutilators of ba--! one Rnve(I RO os ny flre (I Cor 3 .n.15)
well.
round
Wrap
of butter. A piece
times forcibly, dispossess the fortunate bies, poisoners and violators. In the He set his affections upon earthly each cake n thin slice of bacon and taking the place'added
of bncon rind
to the dish of
tnInBSi nn(1 tne tlme oun)e wnen ne
guests of the baskets they had brought august presence or one wno nna budk
fasten
a
with
In
n hot string beans or cubbugc makes a most
toothpick. Set
na(i to Bepnrnte from them. The world
With them.
oven
or
under
.
three hospital ships?
the gas flame till the appetizing vegetable.
am, ltg .ustg
hllt h thnt
f
8aves the Blutwurst.
After that the affair went merry as doeth the will of God abldoth forever bacon Is crisp and brown.
If fruit ferments or sours do not
Ham
Baked au Gratin. Take a
An attempt to break Into the kitchen a wedding bell and a pleasant time (I John 2:15-17h
throw It into the
Lot wns not wholly
cover with
4jaatj
slice of smoked ham, freshen by cold water, simmergarbage;
and make away with the precious blut- was badby all.
he was a man who ullowed
until nil the Juice
corrupt;
wurst was foiled early ln the evening
When the snow flies It will he met In color everyone will concede that
the world to get the better of him. soaking In cold water one hour, then Is extracted and pour It into the vineCover with a gar Jug that Is making your vinegar. by surh rich und adequate headwear this picturesque model Is both brilby Herrin Schmidt herself, whose
Once his money and his family were drain and wipe dry.
fourth-cupfcries of alarm brought prompt assistof molasses, rubbing It All the rinsings from fruit Jars,
In Sodom he simply endured the wickSPEED UP
Jelly bs appears In this group of winter- liant and serviceable that Is It will lit
ance from Herr Muhlsteln, his exceledness, longing to escape from It (II In, let stand 15 minutes, then hake 45 glasses and preserving kettles should time hats. It Is something of a para- In with ninny backgrounds.
A maminutes In a moderate oven, adding a be saved for the homemade
lency's secretary, and a number of the
dox to call this n season of brilliant tronly hat of tho same charncter apPeter 2:6-8)- .
vinegar.
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water
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the
nre
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colors
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pears at the upper right of the group.
III. Abram Delivers Lot (Genesis
Vinegar may be made from various millinery
"of the Vigilantes.
meat is cooked, pile seasoned cooked fruits, but the
fected, but as the marauders proved
14:14-16apple Is considered the quiet, with only two or three among It Is one of those tall crowned, narn
members of society It's all very well to dally
to be
rice over It ; sprinkle with cheese and best flavor for general use. Cider ul- them thnt can he described as bright. row brimmed hats that match the digWhen the world haa a leisure hour.
Though Lot's trouble was the result
no arrests were made. The ball with But
the man who can
of his selfish choice, Abrara'smagnantm-It- y set ln the oven long enough to melt lowed to stand with a small piece of But along with cold weather come nified poise of middle age. It Is of
which the gayetles opened was a great When his country has apeed
need
a deep, soft petunia a reddish purmother until It Is sour makes the metal brocades and fur. They are spo
of soul expressed Itself, taking up the cheese.
Is the man with the balance of power.
success, the grand march being led by
arms
to deliver him from the oppres- butOrange Marshmallow. Dissolve all best vinegar, but a very good kind may Ingly used, but even so corry the sug ple and Its trimming Is an ostrich
Herrin Grossmorden Schmidt and The laws of our land are many,
six of a
of marshmalbe mode by using apple peelings and gestion thnt belongs to rich stuffs. "pine tree" ornament like It ln color,
sor. This was because Abram was a
often restrain.
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Privy Councillor von Verletzung. All But tha loss of they
on day
cores, as well as all windfalls, cutting Millinery borrows splendor from but In several shades.
man of faith. Faith trusts God and lows over boiling water. Mix four
went well, Indeed, until It came time Means some one must
n
of cornstarch with two
pay.
out any decayed or wormy portions. Ihem.
beaver In casStrips of
fights for the right
to throw open the doors of the hall in While our dear ones are dying; In vain
eggs and a cupful of honey, a Cover this cut-uBut millinery deserves to be called tor color make the youthful tarn thnt
apple with cold waBRAVE MARTYRS OP FATAU DEWhile Lot suffered from his evil
which the banquet, closely guarded
of boiling water, one and a ter, scald to extract all the Juice, then brilliant without consideration of the appears below. It Is fuzz.y and winLAY.
choice, Abram was greatly prospered. cupful
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fourth cupfuls of orange Juice,
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For tha man with a will
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hats.
cask stnnd In the sun and ln a few be Imagined.
They are brilliant In
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Herr Muhlsteln, ln despair, sought his Don't
Rice Surprlae. Soak a tablespoonA little vinegar added to tough meat
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But Speed Upl and extinguish the
one Is large. But the small hat preLate Fall Suit Styles.
those who make obedience to God first of water until soft, then add to one palatable dish when cooked.
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tablespoonfuls of sugar, a fourth of a and peeling of pineapple or peaches than three to one. Two of these mod- -' tive suits for women being shown for
8:5-1Matthew 6:33).
teaspoonful of salt and a teaspoorful put them In a kettle with water and els are designed for street wear nnd the late fall trade, and that they are
Will Net Fall Again.
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the host
of vanilla ; beat well until It begins to let them simmer until all the flavor two are more formal but they are all liked Is evidenced
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Religion as a Prompter.
by the number of
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who personally poisoned the wells will know a lot more about snakes
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flavor.
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gas with Hudson aeal and trimmed with There Is no waistline on this coat,
rious retreat In the third year of the for those things again, not If Eve Is gels anil the saints, and the whole In boiling salted water, drain and add
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war, excellency. Official reports credit the most persuasive creature on world
a
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tablespoonful
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chopped parsley, then place
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creatures to sympathy and
If only one new hat Is to be allowed nearly to the knees, flaring out slighthim with nearly seven hundred deaths. earth. Buffalo News.
Discarded talking machine needles the
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wardrobe, this would ly and suggestive of the bell shape.
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a
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make fine brads for various uses about be a good choice.
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mere poisoner 1 Was It not Oberste
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and
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to
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In picture framing.
enough
him that he Is what he Is, and rejoices
hat of black velvet, with a at the waist and tapering to the ankle
Tlelschig who himself heroically put as If they carried sealed orders which
that any other creatures exist to set moisten. Mold In a loaf, sprinkle with
tiara drapery about the crown of black In a narrow draped effect. Suits el
to the sword ln one day forty-eigthey were not to open till they
and
bake
twenty minutes.
forth his praise; It desires that all paprika
and sliver gray brocade, edged with a this sort are most frequently trimmed
Lowell.
(Belgian women and nearly twice at fairly ln
band of beaver. With all this reserve with fur, beaver or skunk being used.
may be brought to know and love him ; Serve with a tomato or cheese sauce.
It Is full of seat for the advancement
of his kingdom, and the doing of his
Compliment for Kathleen.
Yea, Que.
Dog Was Afflicted One.
' Kathleen told some stories to a little
Getting Best Work from Mules.
Panne Velvet Most in Favor.
velvet Is a needed change. It is felt,
When a young husband sits him wllL Rev. H. P. Llddon, D. D.
A man appearing to be blind and led
The pack mule Is not the only memPanne velvet promises to be one of and will probably lead this season.
niece and nephew. At a family dinner down In his easy chair, and his child- d
near
ber of his family that has peculiarities the leading materials In women's bats It Is
along Broadway,
The Morning Act of Faith.
both in tailored and la
party grandpa referred to these wife slips quietly along, sits down In
street, by a dog bearing a card with that can be played upon or must be for the fall season, according to the dress employed
same nursery tales, but not following his lap and relates with tears trickling t believe In the Ron of God,
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blind," attracted the humored. The larger mules, once team- bulletin of the Retail
Asso- turbans and crowns of various shapes.
the exact lines, when Margaret piped down ner voice that she hasat had a Therefor
Ha Tins; redemption through his blood.
attention of Clarence Simpson. A be- ed up or paired, must thereafter be ciation of America. It Millinery
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up: "No, no, grandpa, that la not the new hat In three months guess, gen- And life by his spirit
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way Kathleen tells the stories and tle reader which Is the easier (or the He la In me, and all fannes dwells ta nevolent pedestrian,
time, at any rate. Black, when combined with another materlaL
the habit of dropping a coin Into the a loss ln efficiency. Two strange mules brown, present
him.
Kathleen la a good knower."
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Love must ba hopelessly blind when
facings. Velvet la also used, but as
A tripping tongue la generally the
mlsaJoo. Then the beggar was com- come well acquainted, and then If
they velvet has been tnere or less of a
It considers a woman who looks like cause of most people spilling the Then I
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difficulty Inward ar avtward pelled to explain that It was the dog are
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be staple material and has been nsed exteats worth her weight ln gold.
beans. Indianapolis Star.
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KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
POLITICS ADJOURNED BY THE
HELD GREAT PATRIOTIC
LEADERS UNTIL OCTOBER It
MEETING LAST SATURDAY
of Republican
The
suggestion
The meeting of the K. of P. held
Chairman George Craig has been accepted in a public letter by Dem- last Saturday evening to welcome
ocratic Chairman Arthur Seligman, William DttVall, supreme representathat the candidates of both parties tive of the domain of Kansas,in was
the
tour the, state and speak on the an especially important event
Liberty Loan drive until October 19. history of that lodge.
In addition to the transaction of
Mr. Seligman enlarges the proposal
The let- the business of the order a patriotic
to include all candidates.
ters of the two chairmen reveal a meeting was held at which AmericanBoys
disposition to accuse the other side ism, Liberty Bonds, andin the
for good
of making hay on the side in the Over There all came
commendations.
boosts and
meantime.
Refreshments were served and a
The Democrats Mr. Craig says have
since
Bernalillo
in
active
been
county
general good time enjoyed by both
immediately after their convention, visitors and local members.
and Mr. Seligman objects to the display of posters advertising Senator MAY CANCEL GAME MEETING
Albert H. Fall until after the drive.
OF INFLUENZA
BECAUSE
Mr. Craig condoles with the Demable
not
ocratic chairman for
being
Because public meetings have been
to make the ticket he desired in the
a comthat
and
asserts
suspended in Albuquerque to prevent
convention,
bination including J. II. Crist, Oeorgi the spread of influenza, the state
asDavisson, William P. .Walton, and meeting of the game protective
Felix Carria railroaded through a sociation to have been held October
ticket which it is now Mr. Seligman 12, will probably be cancelled.
Game protective organizations exist
misfortune to have to try to elect.
In reply to an implication that a at Tans. Santa Fe. Raton. Chama. Al
telegram from Senator A. A. Jones buquerque, Gallup, Magdalena, Silver
:Citv. Roswcll and Carlsbad.
to the Democratic convention,
Veeded changes in the game and
kept quiet. Mr. Selirrman in a
h laws were to be presented
by
public article says this week that he
Ve
president A. P. Whitd of Raton,
wants to give the telegram full pubconvention.
Deal
The
international
game
licity. It savs in effect that the
ocrats must win the fall election in will be held in Albuquerque next
I"-iof
work done bv
ns
result
at
vear
nation
thc
Mexico
and
'e,v
order to cast gloom over the Warden Theodore Rouault at Xew
York.
Kaiser.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal
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Staplin fchi' has been led a convention of the American s
quite ill witli a severe cold this week hankers association at Chicago,
hetter today,
turning Saturday. He was inspired
hy the patriotic response beinij made
Miss Amcla MeFie who has been by (lie profession to the demands
on the sick list the past week is re-- : of the war situation
covering from the grippe.
The I'aris theatre was closed by
Inlbmiati i. in
Jtn!.:e Reed
an'K. r,'ty health hoard on account of
m
interest
the
influenza. They will prohahly take
J'tan county speaking
of the Fourth Liberty Loan.
,jmilar action relative to the schools
and public meetings.
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,
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Active
High School students
have renewed their membership to
the Junior Red Cross. The amount
STATE DEPARTMENT STARTS
MORROW FACTION ON
turned in bv each is as follows:
NIGHT SCHOOL FOR WAITERS
OFFICIAL
fif, Juniors
$4.00. Seniors $? 30. Fresb- - Leave the French girls to the Frenchmen and the nurses to the ODD FELLOWS ELECT THEIR
men ?11.2.i. Sonliomores v.M), r.igntn,
is be- waiters
for
school
night
,
Raton. N. M. Oct
Judge Thos.
25.
ttr,m
Total
"Docs,"
it" organized in Koswell under
STATE OFFICERS THIS WEEK
1). I oil) here grant' d a writ of man
Thc boys in khaki should be true to
training division of lhc damns against Count v Clerk Vcrnaii
wdio knit their socks!
the
girls
'stale dir. artm, tit of education.
(I.
compel!,,,:; him to place! The following shipments of the Though the French girls may be pretThe independent order of Odd Fel('las., s in table scttinc, pantry on th" official ballot in Colfax Conn-- 1 Carl-balcd Cross have not61 been
lows meeting at Albuquerque in their
ty and the nurses may be kind,
115
Box
practice, and menu memorizing are iv under the Democratemblem the nrevioiv Iv reported:
Oh, do not be a traitor to the girl state convention on Wednesday aninelnded.
ticket which was nominated by the pairs socks. Hon i.'. n pans socks,
nounced the election of the followyou left behind !
In Carlsbad evenin'T classes for Morrow faction in Ihls county befor
3 chemis".s, ? hospital bed sheets. Box
ing officers :
35
women cni'aged as maids in hoiisc- - their rivals, the Kohlhoitsen faction 6.12
scarfs,
pairs wristlets,
(irand master, E. A. Hannah,
holds are under way.
Box
64
00
socks.
sta'c sweaters. Box
were caed by thc
pairs
Rummage Sale Today
draw50
a
under-Ii
hold
is
65
Trade
will
of
Shop class"S for miners while
The Board
i
convention at Santa Fe.
pairs
refugee garments.
Deputy grand master, C. A. Doty,
company pay have been started stood, however, that a compromise ers, S to 6 years.
rummage sale this afternoon tinder Ros well.
in three of the camps on the St ticket is to be
Mrs.
Palace
old
the
the
of
between
the
portal
Grand warden, L. E. Burncy, Clayonis and h'orkv Mountain ra'lwav 'two factions atarranged
of the Mora County Chapter
T. Z. Winter and Mrs. John Walker ton.
the
and others will be put in making Kohlhoitsen faction which is to be
folsale.
of
have
the
the
week
the
charge
Grand secretary, Frank Tallmagc,
Shipped during
'classes at Ilrilliant. Swastika. Koe- - held October 10.
lowing: 100 pounds of old used cloth- Jr.. Uoswell.
and
hler. Van Hoitten, Sugarite
Afternoon
Children
; 20') sweaters
Delightful
Spend
for
imt
people
Grand treasurer, C. L. Dotson, SilBelgium
' nee
t iartliner.
Fveirng classes in
200 pairs
GENERAL ISSUES
socks; 185 refnree gar- - A dozen youthful friends wereR.de-I. ver City .
ma h enri lies and drawing will begin ATTORNEY
Mrs.
bv
EDICTS ON BOOZE AND BONDS ments. Thr-- were received from the lightfully entertained
Grand representative. L. E. Hayes,
In re. and als., at (iatlnp.
lhc Cr cd at her home on Garfield St., Carlsbad.
various branches throughout
In S.il er Ci'y a lpgh school coiir'ie
event
The
afternoon.
last
dicin-at
Saturday
The junior workers
Levy
who buy liquor for un
j count v
Trustees. J. --R. Whilcsides, Albuf
bo ,
cling ti le route miners al People
party in honor of her querque, and John R. Baze. Roswell.
purposes must str'cllv prove, the sent in an ambulance rolie. upon was a birthday Mabel
Insix.
Louise
little
is
age
an
American
the
daughter
medicine
knitted
which
was
for
such
flag
The state Rehekah assembly also
h" sala'ii-.- of instructors in thest necessity of
elected the following officers:
opinion
attorney ireneral Patton and a Ned Cross. Tt was a beautiful
,etivi'i"s are pa'd half b" the
Lieut.
Passes
Through
received
and
work
anc
Denatured
Lady
this
issued
week.
President. Mrs. Carrie Alcshtre,
praise
s of the
piece
ftnler t'le pfo'i
Lieut. Peimy Hall, a picturesque Lake Arthur.
who have seen it.
from
wood
are no' affee'ed.
Smith I HL'lies la w.in
insig-the
khaki, wearing
j
A contract entered
figure
into t rior to
Vice
Mrs. Sarah Rrown,
nia of her rank and making a strik- Springer.president,
the fir 't of this mouth for lifpior Carriiozo Over Top
INFI VEN7.X STATISTICS ARE
of
in
uniform
her
short
picture
after lhc first is not
Warden. Mrs. Nellie Smith, Artesia.
BEING COMPILED BY GOV. to be delivered
Mrs. R. C. Pitts. Chairman of tin ing
skirt, boots and spurs, stepped off
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